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average rate of approximately 1.2–1.5 percent a year. The decline has persisted through 
periods of stagnating or even falling energy prices, suggesting the decline is driven in 
large part by autonomous factors, independent of price changes. In this paper, we use 
directed technical change theory to understand the autonomous decline in energy 
intensity and investigate whether the decline will continue. We show in an economy with 
no state-dependence, where existing knowledge does not make R&D more profitable, 
energy intensity continues to decline, albeit at a slower rate than output growth, due to 
energy-augmenting innovation. However, in an economy with extreme state-
dependence, energy intensity eventually stops declining because labor-augmenting 
innovation crowds out energy-augmenting innovation. Our empirical analysis of energy 
intensity in 100 countries between 1970 and 2010 suggests a scenario without extreme 
state dependence where energy intensity continues to decline; in either case, energy 
intensity never declines faster than output grows, and so energy use always increases, 
as long as the extraction cost of energy stays constant.
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World and U.S. energy intensities have declined over the past cen-
tury, falling at an average rate of approximately 1.2–1.5 percent a year.
The decline has persisted through periods of stagnating or even falling
energy prices, suggesting the decline is driven in large part by autonomous
factors, independent of price changes. In this paper, we use directed
technical change theory to understand the autonomous decline in en-
ergy intensity and investigate whether the decline will continue. We
show in an economy with no state-dependence, where existing knowl-
edge does not make R&D more profitable, energy intensity continues
to decline, albeit at a slower rate than output growth, due to energy-
augmenting innovation. However, in an economy with extreme state-
dependence, energy intensity eventually stops declining because labor-
augmenting innovation crowds out energy-augmenting innovation. Our
empirical analysis of energy intensity in 100 countries between 1970
and 2010 suggests a scenario without extreme state dependence where
energy intensity continues to decline; in either case, energy intensity
never declines faster than output grows, and so energy use always in-
creases, as long as the extraction cost of energy stays constant.
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FIGURE 1.— U.S. energy intensity (including animal feed) and the real price of
primary energy between 1900 and 2015. See the Appendix, Section C.1, for a de-
tailed description of the data sources.

1. INTRODUCTION

Why does energy intensity, defined as joules of energy per unit of real output,
fall as an economy grows? Why does energy intensity fall slower than the rate of
output growth? Will energy intensity continue to fall in the absence of sustained
energy price increases? In this paper, we use a model of endogenous growth with
directed technical change to address these questions.

The past century has seen a persistent decline in energy intensity globally and in
many individual countries. Figure 1 shows energy intensity for the United States
(U.S.) and the real price of energy from 1900 to 2015. U.S. energy intensity fell at
an average rate of 1.2 percent per year between 1900 and 1950 and 1.5 percent per
year between 1950 and 2015. Figure 1 also shows that the real price of energy fell
between 1900 and 1950 and has fluctuated between 1950 and 2010. Whether or not
there is an increasing trend in the price of energy in recent decades is unclear.1

1We conduct and discuss detailed tests on energy price trends in the Appendix, Section C.2. We
find no trend in the price of individual fuels and energy carriers or the aggregate price (total cost of
divided by BTU) including animal feed. However, we find a positive trend for the aggregate price
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Moreover, even during periods of falling prices, particularly between 1980 and
2000, energy intensity continued to decline.
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FIGURE 2.— Energy intensity and real GDP per capita for selected countries be-
tween 1900 and 2010.

The decline in energy intensity is also evident around the world. Figure 2 shows
energy intensity and GDP for selected countries between 1900 and 2010 and Figure
E.8 in the Appendix for 100 countries between 1971 and 2010 — per capita GDP
growth is associated with a proportional decline in energy intensity. Moreover,
as Figure 3 shows, there is a negative relationship between energy intensity and
GDP per capita in the cross section of countries. Csereklyei et al. (2016) analyze
data for 100 countries between 1970 and 2010 and find that the elasticity of energy
intensity with respect to per capita GDP is -.3 in the cross-section and through time;
the authors also find conditional and unconditional beta convergence and sigma
convergence of energy intensity.

Because of the ambiguity over whether energy prices are trending upwards or not
and because energy intensity continued to decline during periods of stagnating
prices, energy economists have suspected that autonomous factors tied to growth,

excluding animal feed, possibly, in part driven by a positive correlation between cost shares and
price movements. Animal feed was a significant part of the fuel mix in the U.S. at 1900, accounting
for 20 percent of primary energy input. The share of animal feed fell to zero by 1960.
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FIGURE 3.— Natural log of energy intensity and natural log of output for a cross
section of countries. Csereklyei et al. (2016) describe the sources of the data. The
regression lines are cubic polynomials, see the Appendix D.2 and also Section 3.

independent of price increases or energy scarcity, have played a role in the world-
wide decline of energy intensity.2 Indeed, climate policy models3 and projections
of future energy intensity, for example, by the International Energy Association
(IEA, 2016) and the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA, 2017) both as-
sume the autonomous decline of energy intensity will continue and will be more
rapid than in the past (Stern, 2017).

However, despite energy intensity being "central to the achievement of a range
of policy goals, including energy security, economic growth and environmental
sustainability" (IEA, 2017) and despite the well-established literature incorporat-
ing endogenous technical change in models estimating the costs of climate policy
(Goulder and Schneider, 1999; Nordhaus et al., 2002; Jakeman et al., 2004; Popp,
2004), there has been no formal analytical study of what, in terms of economic in-
centives, could drive an autonomous decline in energy intensity and whether the
autonomous, non-price, decline will continue. We undertake such an analysis in

2The climate policy modeling literature refers to the autonomous decline of energy intensity
as Autonomous Energy Efficiency Improvement (AEEI). Though extensively debated, estimates
of AEEI for the U.S. range from .5% to 2% per year (See Williams et al. (1990), Löschel (2002),
Stern (2004), Sue Wing and Eckaus (2007) and Webster et al. (2008)). Newell et al. (1999), who use
micro-level data on efficiency of air conditioners, find price increases induce technical change but
"autonomous drivers of energy efficiency explain up to 62% of total changes in energy efficiency".

3See Popp et al. (2010) for an overview of the use of AEEI in models with exogenous techni-
cal change. Some models with induced technical change also incorporate an exogenous efficiency
trend, for example, Popp (2004).
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this paper.

We build a Schumpetarian endogenous growth model incorporating directed tech-
nical change (Acemoglu, 1998, 2002), where innovation can augment labor or en-
ergy. The quality improvement framework we use can be traced to Aghion and
Howitt (1992), however, our treatment with a large number of firms most closely
follows Acemoglu (2009), Chapter 14.4 Following established estimates in the liter-
ature (see Stern and Kander (2012) and also Van der Werf (2008)), we assume that
the elasticity of substitution between energy and labor services is less than one.

Throughout the paper, we analyze growth paths where the price of energy is con-
stant. Our contention is not that fluctuating energy prices do not drive changes in
energy intensity — Popp (2002) finds clear evidence that energy-augmenting inno-
vation responds to prices — rather, by holding prices constant, we wish to isolate
and understand the non-price component of energy intensity improvements and
its long-run potential.

1.1. Main findings

Our first finding is that falling energy intensity without increasing real energy
prices is inconsistent with balanced growth.5 Rather, an autonomous decline of en-
ergy intensity implies structural change: a falling cost share of energy and a non-
constant, but possibly converging growth rate of output. However, while the cost
share falls, the quantity ratio of energy services to labor services increases — the
rise in the labor services cost share is due to the increase in the wage rate. Using
U.S. data on energy prices, wages, employment, energy use and GDP, we estimate
the quantity ratio of labor services to energy services and find the share has indeed
been falling suggesting the driver of falling energy intensity is energy-augmenting
technical change, rather than structural change towards labor services. This sug-
gests an answer to our first question: as Henriques and Kander (2010) found, en-
ergy intensity has been falling precisely because of energy-augmenting technolog-
ical change, not structural change (in value terms) towards labor service sectors of
the economy.

Since we can no longer use balanced growth paths (BGPs), we proceed to formalize
asymptotic behavior. Motivated by evidence (Bloom et al., 2017) that innovation
becomes harder as technologies advance, we begin with an economy without state
dependence. Under no state dependence, the existing level of knowledge does not
improve the profitability of research. In this case, we show asymptotic convergence
to a growth path where energy intensity falls at a constant rate due to investment

4The structure of our modeling is also similar to Acemoglu and Cao (2015), except Acemoglu and
Cao (2015) also incorporate radical innovations while we incorporate directed technical change.

5As defined by Hassler et al. (2016) — see Subsection 2.3.
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in energy-augmenting technologies. Consistent with the data, energy intensity de-
clines slower than output grows, implying energy use continues to increase. We
also find that the asymptotic elasticity between energy intensity and output can be
expressed as a function of the elasticity of substitution between energy and labor.

Along a growth path where real energy prices are constant, energy use increases,
energy-augmenting technologies advance, and the price of energy services falls.
The fall in the price of energy services reduces profitability and incentives for
energy-augmenting research.6 However, since the use of energy increases, the mar-
ket size of energy services expands, improving the incentives to perform research
that advances energy-augmenting technologies. In the scenario with no state de-
pendence, the growing incentives from the expanding market size are enough to
sustain energy-augmenting research.
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FIGURE 4.— Ratio of U.S. real energy price to real annual wage per employee.

Nonetheless, the rate of decline of energy intensity is slower than the rate of out-
put growth because energy-augmenting technologies advance at a slower rate than

6To understand incentives to undertake energy-augmenting research, recall that profits of mo-
nopolistically competitive entrepreneurs are the product of the price a new invention can command
and the number of units of the new product that can be sold, the market size. See Acemoglu (2009),
ch. 15 for a detailed explanation of these market size and price effects.
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labor-augmenting technologies. While the market size effect of increasing energy
use is sufficient to maintain energy-augmenting innovation, the price effect of
falling energy prices relative to wages (Figure 4) is stronger than the market size
effect of greater per capita energy use, because the elasticity of substitution is less
than one. The stronger price effect means there are greater incentives to undertake
labor-augmenting research and in turn a faster rate of labor-augmenting innova-
tion.

We also examine an economy with extreme state dependence.7 We find that an
economy with extreme state dependence has a BGP. While autonomous reduc-
tions in energy intensity can occur outside a BGP, in the absence of price changes,
energy intensity eventually converges to a strictly positive constant. The reason
is that state dependence compounds the stronger incentive to undertake labor-
augmenting research arising from the price effect. The relative incentives to under-
take labor-augmenting research continue to grow until they crowd out all energy-
augmenting research, leading to an eventual end to the autonomous decline in
energy intensity.

Informally observing the data on energy intensity trends suggests the extreme state
dependence scenario where the decline in energy intensity eventually stops. For
instance, across the cross-section of countries, energy intensity falls at a relatively
low rate with respect to output for high income countries (see Figure 3 and discus-
sion in Section D.2 of the Appendix) and many countries with low energy intensity
do not experience a strong decline in energy intensity through time in Figure 2.
However, the formal econometric analysis we conduct lends support to a scenario
with no extreme state dependence and a continued decline in energy intensity. In
particular, we use a polynomial regression to predict the rate of decline of energy
intensity for given levels of output and energy intensity and find that there is a
clear path along which energy intensity continues to decline at a rate consistent
with the model without extreme state dependence.

1.2. Related literature

This paper paper complements Hassler et al. (2016) and André and Smulders (2014)
who also analyze models with endogenous energy- and labor-augmenting techni-
cal change. Hassler et al. (2016) provide a calibrated and tractable framework to
forecast the role of energy intensity improvements in generating possibilities of

7To clarify terminology, throughout the paper, we use the term extreme state dependence to
refer to state dependence of the form where the elasticity of existing knowledge to producing new
knowledge is one. When the elasticity is less than one, we have limited state dependence. While
we do not explicitly analyze a model with incomplete state dependence, we present arguments
suggesting the dynamics of an incomplete state dependence scenario will be similar to the scenario
with no state dependence (Section 2.5.2).
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growth where energy is scarce. André and Smulders (2014) use a directed techni-
cal change model to account for stylized facts of U.S. energy use. However, both
authors do not explicitly analyze the role and potential for autonomous drivers
of falling energy intensity to persist along a growth path. In particular, both pa-
pers also only study innovation under state dependence and use a Hotelling rule
featuring an exponentially increasing energy price, which becomes the driver of
long-run reductions in energy intensity.

Our finding that consumption of energy services increases along a growth path is
similar to observations by Hart (2018) who builds a model in which consumption
patterns shifts towards energy intensive goods. While ours is a supply side model,
Hart (2018) also observes how energy efficiency of energy intensive services has
been rising faster than the energy intensity of output: an implication of an increas-
ing quantity share of energy services along a growth path.8

Our key finding that a model with extreme state dependence cannot feature a
constant growth rate of energy-augmenting technical change along an asymp-
totic growth path is analogous to the main finding of Acemoglu (2003). Acemoglu
(2003) shows how, under state dependence, long-run technical change can only be
labor-augmenting rather than capital-augmenting for interest rates to remain con-
stant. Our model under extreme state dependence is similar to Acemoglu’s, except
with capital replaced by energy. A specification with limited or no state depen-
dence is ruled out by Acemoglu precisely because it would lead to a fall in capital
intensity given constant interest rates — just as energy intensity falls with constant
energy prices in the model presented here with no state dependence.

Finally, Stern and Kander (2012) econometrically fit an exogenous technical change
growth model to Swedish data for the 19th and 20th Centuries finding that the rate
of energy-augmenting technical progress slowed and the rate of labor-augmenting
technical progress accelerated over the 19th and 20th Centuries in Sweden as en-
ergy intensity declined. Our model provides a theoretical explanation. Sweden ini-
tially had high energy intensity and has converged towards lower energy intensity
countries as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, even under no state-dependence the rate
of energy-augmenting technical change should have been high initially and fall as
the rate of labor-augmenting technical change increased.

8See equation 41 in section (4).
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2. SCHUMPETERIAN GROWTH MODEL OF ENERGY AND DIRECTED TECHNICAL
CHANGE

2.1. The model economy

Consider a continuous time economy where t, with t P R`, indexes time. Assume
a risk neutral representative consumer, so preferences over a time path for con-
sumption are:9

(1)
ż 8

t“0
e´ρtCptq dt

where ρ is the discount factor and Cptq is consumption at time t. The consumer
faces a standard dynamic optimization problem and chooses a path of consump-
tion and assets 10, paptqq8

t“0, given a path of interest rates, prptqq8
t“0 and wage rates

pwLptqq8
t“0 to maximize (1).11 For any t, the resource constraint for the economy is:

(2) Zptq ` Cptq ` Xptq ` κptqEptq ď Yptq

where Zptq is the total level of R&D, Xptq is total expenditure on machine varieties,
Eptq energy use and κptq is the energy extraction cost, which is exogenous. We use
an exogenous extraction cost as our focus is on autonomous endogenous technical
change — we are interested in the response of technological change given a path of
prices.12

At each t, final goods Yptq are produced using two intermediate goods: energy
services YEptq and labor services YLptq:

(3) Yptq :“
´

γEYEptq ε´1
ε ` γLYLptq ε´1

ε

¯ ε
ε´1 , γE, γL P R`

where ε is the elasticity of substitution and we assume ε P p0, 1q. Competitive firms
produce intermediate goods using a continuum of machines indexed by i, where

9Linear utility simplifies analysis of the dynamics in the model. Aghion and Howitt (1992) makes
the same assumption as does Acemoglu (2003) when analyzing dynamics. Under a constant relative
risk aversion (CRRA) utility function, the main results of our paper (Theorem 2.1, 1. and 4.) hold
conditional on the assumption that any equilibrium path is an asymptotic balanced growth path
(ABGP). However, we were unable to verify that every equilibrium path is an ABGP in the case of
CRRA utility.

10Assets consist of equity in the innovating firms.
11The household maximization problem is standard and omitted, see for example, 8.2.2 in Ace-

moglu (2009); also note assets must satisfy 6) in Definition A.1
12Some other researchers e.g. André and Smulders (2014) assume the price of energy follows

a Hotelling rule. However, observed energy prices are inconsistent with a simple Hotelling rule
which would imply an exponentially growing price (Hamilton, 2009).
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i P r0, 1s. The intermediate production functions are:

(4) YEptq :“ p1 ´ αq´1 Eptqα

ż 1

0
qEpi, tqαxEpi, t | qEpi, tqq1´α di

and

(5) YLptq :“ p1 ´ αq´1 Lptqα

ż 1

0
qLpi, tqαxL pi, t | qLpi, tqq1´α di

where α P p0, 1q.

Let j index the sectors E and L. In the equations above, qjpi, tq denotes the highest
quality of machine i at time t in sector j and xjpi, t | qjpi, tqq is the quantity of ma-
chine type i in sector j with quality qjpi, tq. We assume labor supply is fixed with
Lptq “ L and L ą 0 for all t. The price of final output is normalized to one and
all prices will be stated in terms of the final good price. We assume machines of
all varieties have a constant production cost p1 ´ αq, and monopolists who own
patents for the varieties make and sell machines to the intermediate producers. Let
px

j pi, t| qq denote the price of machine i in sector j at time t with quality q. And let
pjptq denote the price of the intermediate goods Yjptq.

Turning to machine qualities, we assume a quality ladder for highest quality ma-
chines as follows:

(6) qjpi, tq “ λnjpi,tqqjpi, 0q, j P tE, Lu, i P r0, 1s, t P R`

where qjpi, 0q is the quality of machine i at time 0 and njpi, tq equals the random
number of incremental innovations on the machine variety i up to time t. The ar-
rival of a new innovation improves machine quality by a factor λ.

New entrants engage in research to improve machine varieties. New entrants who
have a successful innovation own a perpetual patent on the machine variety, how-
ever, once a new variety has been invented, the improved quality captures the
whole market for the variety — Schumpeterian creative destruction. The follow-
ing assumption13 ensures the firm with the highest quality machine can charge the
unconstrained monopoly price:

ASSUMPTION 1 λ ě
´

1
1´α

¯ 1´α
α .

Final goods are used to undertake R&D which can be directed towards energy
or labor machine improvements. A prospective entrant expending zjpi, tq units of

13See Acemoglu (2009) Sections 12.3.3 and 14.1.2 for discussion.
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R&D to improve the equality of machine i in sector j at time t generates a flow rate
of machine improvement equal to ηjbjpi, tq, where ηj is an exogenous parameter
and:14

bjpi, tq : “ zjpi, tq
qjpi, tq

The denominator implies that higher quality machines are more difficult to im-
prove upon, cancelling out state dependence embedded in the quality ladder.

Total R&D expenditure will be:

(7) Zptq :“
ż 1

0
zEpi, tq di `

ż 1

0
zLpi, tq di

2.2. Equilibrium characterization

Objects in the model economy can be arranged in a tuple E , where:

E :“
´

pΩ, F , Pq, qE, qL, px
E, px

L, pE, pL, xL, xE, zE, zL, C, X, E, Z, vE, vL, r, w, a
¯

and

1. the tuple pΩ, F , Pq is a probability space
2. the path of leading machine qualities, qE and qL, are pR

r0,1s
` qR` valued ran-

dom variables defined on pΩ, F , Pq
3. the functions px

E : r0, 1s ˆ R2` Ñ R` and px
L : r0, 1s ˆ R2` Ñ R` are paths of

monopolist prices
4. the functions pE : R` Ñ R` and pL : R` Ñ R` are intermediate goods prices
5. the functions xE : r0, 1s ˆ R2` Ñ R` and xL : r0, 1s ˆ R2` Ñ R` are machine

quantities
6. the functions zE : r0, 1s ˆ R` Ñ R` and, zL : r0, 1s ˆ R` Ñ R` are paths for

R&D
7. paths for consumption, total expenditure on machines, energy and total R&D

that satisfy C, X, E, Z P C 1pR`q where C 1pR`q is the space of all real valued
continuously differentiable functions on R`

8. the functions vE : r0, 1s ˆ R2` Ñ R` and vL : r0, 1s ˆ R2` Ñ R` are paths for
the value functions

14The flow rate tells us the probability of a machine improvement occurring during a small pe-

riod of time Δt given R&D expenditure zjpi, tq is
ηjzjpi,tq
qjpi,tq Δt. Formally,

Ptnjpi, t ` Δtq ´ njpi, tq “ 1u “ ηjzjpi, tq
qjpi, tq Δt ` opΔtq, j P tE, Lu
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9. the functions r : R` Ñ R`, w : R` Ñ R` and a : R` Ñ R` are paths for the
interest rate, wage rate, and assets.

Section A.1 of the Appendix gives a definition of equilibrium; we now turn to
documenting the familiar static equilibrium conditions, given technology.

Profit maximization by final goods producers gives:

(8) γEYptq 1
ε YEptq´ 1

ε “ pEptq, γLYptq 1
ε YLptq´ 1

ε “ pLptq
At each t, profit maximization by the intermediate goods producers gives machine
demands for the highest quality machine of type i:

xEpi, t | qEpi, tqq “ pEptq 1
α px

Epi, t | qEpi, tqq´ 1
α qEpi, tqEptq(9)

xLpi, t | qLpi, tqq “ pLptq 1
α px

Lpi, t | qLpi, tqq´ 1
α qLpi, tqL(10)

and first order conditions for energy and labor:

αp1 ´ αq´1pEptqEptqα´1
ż 1

0
qEpi, tqαxE

`
i, t | qEpi, tq˘1´α di “ κptq(11)

αp1 ´ αq´1pLptqLα´1
ż 1

0
qLpi, tqαxL

`
i, t | qLpi, tq˘1´α di “ wLptq(12)

Since the cost of machine varieties is 1 ´ α and, by Assumption 1, monopolists who
own the highest quality machine production technologies set px

j pi, t | qjpi, tqq “ 1,
machine demands for the highest quality machine of type i are then:

xE
`
i, t | qEpi, tq˘ “ pEptq 1

α qEpi, tqEptq, xLpi, t | qLpi, tqq “ pLptq 1
α qLpi, tqL(13)

Profits for monopolists who own the leading edge machines are:

πE
`
i, t | qEpi, tq˘“αpEptq 1

α qEpi, tqEptq, πLpi, t | qLpi, tqq“αpLptq 1
α qLpi, tqL(14)

Owners of lower quality machine production technologies receive zero profits.

Define QE : “ ş1
0 qEpi, tq di and QL : “ ş1

0 qLpi, tq di as the average qualities of lead-
ing machines. Intermediate output, using (4) and (5) with (13) becomes:

YEptq “ p1 ´ αq´1EptqpEptq1´α
α QEptq, YLptq “ p1 ´ αq´1LpLptq1´α

α QLptq(15)

Next, using the intermediate demand conditions, (8), we can write the ratio of
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prices as

pEptq
pLptq “ γ

ˆ
YEptq
YLptq

˙´ 1
ε “ γ

ˆ
Eptq

L

˙´ 1
ε

ˆ
pEptq
pLptq

˙´ 1´α
αε

ˆ
QEptq
QLptq

˙´ 1
ε

where γ “ γE
γL

. And solving for the ratio of prices gives:

(16)
pEptq
pLptq “ γ

αε
σ

ˆ
EptqQEptq

LQLptq
˙´ α

σ

where σ “ 1 ` αpε ´ 1q is the elasticity of substitution between the factors of pro-
duction. Using (15), we can also derive a ratio of intermediate goods:

(17)
YEptq
YLptq “

ˆ
EptqQEptq

LQLptq
˙ εα

σ

γ
εp1´αq

σ

Next, insert (8) into (15), use the expression for final output 15 and the ratio of
intermediate goods above (17) to derive:

(18) Yptq “ p1 ´ αq´1
”
γ

ε
σ
E pEptqQEptqq σ´1

σ ` γ
ε
σ
L pLQLptqq σ´1

σ

ı σ
σ´1

We now derive a condition characterizing energy intensity. Use (11) and the defi-
nition of YEptq to arrive at:

(19) αθEptqYptq
Eptq “ κptq

where

(20) θEptq : “ pEptqYEptq
Yptq “

˜
1 ` γ´ ε

σ

ˆ
EptqQEptq

QLptqL

˙ 1´σ
σ

¸´1

is the cost share of energy services in final production. The second equality results
from using (8) and (17). Use (20) along with (18) to write (19) as:

(21) γ
ε

σpσ´1q
E αp1 ´ αq σ´1

σ

ˆ
Yptq
Eptq

˙ 1
σ

QEptq σ´1
σ “ κptq

Equation (21) tells us that energy-augmenting technical change is energy saving.

Now we turn to the dynamic aspects of equilibrium concerning technology choice.

15Note Yptq “
˜

1 ` γ´1
´

YLptq
YEptq

¯ ε´1
ε

¸ ε
ε´1

YEptqγ
ε

ε´1
E .
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Since consumers are risk neutral, the interest rate in the economy will be ρ for all
t. Let vjpi, t | λqq denote the value of a successful innovation of machine i in sector
j with quality q at time t. We have:16

vjpi, t | λqq “ Et

ż Tjpi,tq

s“t
e´ρps´tqπjpi, s | λqq ds

where Tjpi, tq is the random stopping time after which a new innovation replaces
the incumbent. Free entry and exit implies:17

(22) ηj
vjpi, t | λqq

q
ď 1, j P tE, Lu, t P R`

holds for all t and i P r0, 1s and the inequality is an equality if zjpi, tq ą 0. Assum-
ing the value function is differentiable implies 9vjpi, t | qq “ 0. The Hamilton Jacobi
Bellman (HJB) equation18 for vjpt, i | qq is:

(23) 9vjpi, t | qq “ `
ρ ` ηjbjpi, tq˘

vjpi, t | qq ´ πjpi, t | qq

Immediately giving, using (22) and (14):

(24) ηEbEpi, tq ` ρ ě ηEλαpEptq 1
α Eptq, ηLbLpi, tq ` ρ ě ηLλαpLptq 1

α L

where, once again, the inequality is an equality of zjpi, tq ą 0. Note the equation
above implies bjpi, tq is no longer conditioned on the machine variety — there is a
common rate of innovation for all machines in a sector. Let bjptq :“ ş1

0 bjpi, tq di for
j P tE, Lu.

Finally, for each i, qjpi, tq is a random process. However, at each t, the average
machine quality Qjptq for each sector j will be deterministic,19 determined by the

16The random variable Tjpi, tq has a distribution:

PpTjpi, tq ě t ` sq “ e´ şs
t ηjbjpi,s1q ds1

17Recall that expenditure of zjpi, tq units of final good on R&D generates a flow rate of ηj
zjpi,tq
qjpi,tq .

Since the price of the final good is normalized to one, the value of spending one unit of the final

good on research is
ηjvjpi,t | λqq

qpi,tq ´ 1, which should not be strictly positive.
18See Acemoglu (2009), Equation (14.13).
19The average quality will equal Eqpi, tq with probability one (Sun and Zhang, 2009), this is re-

ferred to as no aggregate uncertainty (NAU) and in this paper we view NAU as an assumption
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innovation rate bj as follows:20

(25) 9Qjptq “ pλ ´ 1qηjbjptqQjptq, j P tE, Lu

2.3. Main theoretical results

An equilibrium growth path is a balanced growth path if output and consumption
both grow at a constant rate g, energy use grows at a constant rate gE, and QE and
QL grow at constant rates gQE and gQL respectively. For any path, ϕptq, we will use
ϕ̂ptq to refer to the growth rate of ϕptq at time t, that is ϕ̂ptq “ 9ϕptq

ϕptq , and we use

ϕptq Ñ ϕ̄ptq to mean lim
tÑ8 ϕptq “ ϕ̄ptq for a path ϕ̄ptq.21

PROPOSITION 2.1 Let an economy E be an equilibrium. If Q̂Eptq ą ι for all t, where
ι ą 0, and 9κptq “ 0, then Ŷptq, Êptq, Q̂Lptq and Q̂Eptq cannot be constant.

PROOF: By (18), Yptq “ F̃pQEptqEptq, QLptqLq where F̃ is a homogeneous of degree
one production function. Using Euler’s Theorem, gQE ` gE “ gQL must hold for g,
gE, gQE , and gQL to be constant (See Claim A.1 in the Appendix). However, gQE `
gE “ gQL yields a contradiction, since Equation (20) implies θEptq is constant, which
in turn implies Q̂Eptq “ 0 and Eptq{Yptq is constant by (21) and (37). Q.E.D.

Thus a BGP cannot feature autonomous energy intensity improvements. We study
the possibility of autonomous energy intensity improvements along asymptotic bal-
anced growth paths (ABGP).22

DEFINITION 2.1 An equilibrium economy E is an asymptotic balanced growth
path (ABGP) if Ŷptq Ñ g, Ĉptq Ñ g, Êptq Ñ gE, Q̂Eptq Ñ gQE , Q̂Lptq Ñ gQL ,
bEptq Ñ b‹

E and bLptq Ñ b‹
L, where all limits are real valued.

ASSUMPTION 2 The economy E satisfies:

(26) ληLαγ
ε

σ´1
L p1 ´ θEp0qq 1

1´σ L ą ρ ą pλ ´ 1qηLαγ
ε

σ´1
L L

without providing a formal proof.
20Acemoglu and Cao (2015) (Footnote 23) provide a concise derivation of Equation (25).
21We say ϕptq Ñ ϕ̄ptq if and only if for every ε ą 0, there exists T such that for all t ą T,

|ϕptq ´ ϕ̄ptq| ă ε.
22The definition of BGP and ABGP varies. Hassler et al. (2016) define a BGP in the same way as us.

However, Acemoglu (2003) uses the term BGP to refer to what we define at ABGP. The distinction
matters in our model since BGPs cannot feature autonomous intensity improvements while ABGPs
can.
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Note by (20), we have αpLptq 1
α L “ αγ

ε
σ´1
L p1 ´ θEptqq 1

1´σ L for each t. Thus, by the
free entry and exit condition and (24), the first inequality of the assumption above
ensures the growth rate of labor-augmenting technologies and output is positive.
The second inequality ensures corporate assets do not grow faster than the dis-
count rate, ensuring the transversality condition holds and (1) remains finite.

We now show that an ABGP features autonomous energy intensity improvements.

THEOREM 2.1 If E is an ABGP and satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2 and 9κptq “ 0 for all
t, then:

1. Q̂Eptq
Q̂Lptq Ñ 1´θEptq

2´θEptq´σ

2. θEptq Ñ 0

3. Ŷptq Ñ Q̂Lptq Ñ g with g “ pλ ´ 1qpληLαγ
ε

σ´1
L L ´ ρq

4. Êptq ´ Ŷptq Ñ Ŷptq p1´θEptqqpσ´1q
2´θEptq´σ .

The proof of the theorem is in the Appendix. Part 1. tells us the growth rate of
energy-augmenting technologies converges to a rate lower than the growth rate
of labor-augmenting technologies, since we have assumed σ ă 1. Part 2. tells us
the cost share of energy converges to zero. Part 3. tells us the growth of output
converges to the growth rate of labor-augmenting technologies, because the cost
share of labor converges to 100% of output (Part 2.).

Part 4. tells us energy intensity declines, but at a slower rate than output growth.
Energy intensity declines because of energy-augmenting technical change (recall
Equation (21)). And the rate of decline is slower than the rate of output growth
since energy-augmenting technologies grow slower than labor-augmenting tech-
nologies (because of the price effect discussed at Equation (34)). On the other hand,
labor services become an increasingly important contributor to output as the share
of energy services falls to zero; thus output growth converges to the rate of growth
of labor-augmenting technologies (see decomposition of output growth at Equa-
tion (44) in the Appendix).

The following result is an implication of Theorem 2.1, Part 2., and says that if ini-
tially there are no energy-augmenting technical advances (and energy intensity
does not fall), then there exists some time T after which energy-augmenting tech-
nologies will begin to advance.

COROLLARY 2.1 Let E be an ABGP. If 9κ “ 0 and:

(27) ληEαγ
ε

σ´1
E θEp0q 1

1´σ Ep0q ´ ρ ă 0
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then there exists T ě 0 such that for all t ą T:

ηEbEptq “ ηEαλγ
ε

σ´1
E θEptq 1

1´σ Eptq ´ ρ ą 0

Figure 5 shows ABGPs (in bold), assuming κptq remains constant. To understand
the direction of ABGPs intuitively, note output is growing and bEptq ą 0, hence
energy intensity must be falling and we verified in Theorem 2.1 that the elasticity
of E{Y with respect to Y must converge to σ´1

2´σ .

Y

E{Y

E
Y “ GpYq

FIGURE 5.— ABGPs for an economy with no state dependence. ABGPs are
shown in bold, converging to "stable path" (the dotted line).

Below, we show that, for a given level of output, energy intensity converges for all
ABGPs (conditional convergence).

PROPOSITION 2.2 Let 9κptq “ 0 for all t. If θp0q ` σ ă 1 and E is an ABGP, then:

Eptq
Yptq Ñ GpYptqq

where G : R`` Ñ R`` is a monotone decreasing function satisfying lim
xÑ8 Gpxq “ 0.

The Appendix, Section A.2.1, studies the transitional dynamics of ABGPs in detail,
in particular why ABGPs starting below GpYq in Figure 5 must cross GpYq as they
converge. The Appendix also shows that any equilibrium path is an ABGP.
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For conditional convergence of energy to take place, ABGPs starting with higher
energy intensity must experience a faster decline in energy intensity relative to
output. For the next result, let tE, Y, QE, QL, θEu and tẼ, Ỹ, Q̃E, Q̃L, θ̃Eu be two equi-
librium paths.

CLAIM 2.1 Let 9κptq “ 0 for all t. If for some t, Ỹptq “ Yptq and Ẽptq ą Eptq, then:

1.
ˆ̃QEptq
ˆ̃QLptq ą Q̂Eptq

Q̂Lptq
2. ˆ̃QEptq ą Q̂Eptq
3.

ˆ̃Eptq´ ˆ̃Yptq
ˆ̃Yptq ă Êptq´Ŷptq

Ŷptq

The Appendix, Section A.2.1, gives a proof of this claim.

2.4. Extreme state dependence economy

The main difference between the extreme state dependence and no state depen-
dence economy detailed above are innovation incentives. Assume a constant unit
measure of scientists who undertake research directed towards energy or labor
machine improvements. If a scientist works to improve the quality of machine i in
sector j, the flow rate of machine improvement is ηj. We assume prospective en-
trants can only choose to work in a sector j instead of choosing the specific machine
variety i to improve. Once an entrant chooses j, they are randomly allocated to a
machine variety i with no congestion, such that each variety i has at most one sci-
entist allocated to it at t. Let sj denote the measure of scientists working to improve
machines in sector j. The flow rate of innovations in sector j will be sjηj.23

To characterize incentives to innovate under state dependence, let:

(28) Vjptq :“
ż 1

0
vjpi, t | qjpi, tqq di , j P tE, Lu , t P R`

and let

(29) Πjptq :“
ż 1

0
πjpi, t | qjpi, tqq di , j P tE, Lu , t P R`

23The random allocation of scientists across machine varieties ensures all varieties experience
innovation in equilibrium. Acemoglu et al. (2012) make a similar assumption in a discrete time
model.
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The free entry and exit conditions under state dependence are:

(30)
VEptq ě VLptq, if sE ą 0
VLptq ě VEptq, if sL ą 0

The definition of an economy and equilibrium are identical to the no state depen-
dence case, with bj replaced by sj and the free entry and exit conditions specified
by (30) instead of (22). We use ES to denote an extreme state dependence economy.

The first state dependence result tells us that sustained autonomous energy inten-
sity improvements are not possible.

THEOREM 2.2 If ES is an ABGP and 9κptq “ 0, then Ŷptq Ñ Q̂Lptq Ñ g where g “
pλ ´ 1qηL, θEptq Ñ θ‹

E where θ‹
E ą 0 and Êptq ´ Ŷptq Ñ 0.

Moreover, if the energy extraction costs are low enough or energy-augmenting
technologies are advanced enough, then there exists a BGP with no energy-augmenting
research.

PROPOSITION 2.3 Let ES be an equilibrium. If 9κptq “ 0 for all t, then there exists a
balanced growth path with ηLsLptq “ ηL and sEptq “ 0 for all t if and only if:

(31)
ˆ

κ

QEp0q
˙1´σ

ď pαp1 ´ αqq1´σ γ
ε

1´σ

ρ`ηL
ρ´ηL

` 1
, t ě 0

Combining (37) and (19) with (31) implies:

(32)
Ep0q
Yp0q ď ακ´1γ

ε
σ´1
L

ρ`ηL
ρ´ηL

` 1
:“ φ

must hold at time 0 for for a BGP to exist. Noting (36), if QE is constant along the
BGP, then θE remains constant, and thus, by (19), E

Y remains constant and satisfies
(32) along the BGP.
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Y

E{Y

E
Y “ φ

FIGURE 6.— ABGPs for an economy with extreme state dependence. ABGPs are
shown in bold. The term φ is defined by (32).

Turning now to convergence under state dependence, consider Figure 6, which
shows ABGPs for a state dependence economy with a constant real energy price.
The dotted line is the BGP where E

Y “ φ, where φ is implied by Equation (32).
By Proposition 2.3, any economy with energy intensity below φ has a unique BGP
with no energy-augmenting technical change. However, again by Proposition 2.3,
if energy intensity is strictly greater than φ, energy-augmenting technologies must
advance. And by Theorem 2.2, QE and hence energy intensity must converge to a
constant.

2.5. Discussion of main results

2.5.1. Why energy-augmenting technologies advance more slowly than labor-augmenting
technologies and stop advancing under extreme state dependence

First, let us see why as an economy grows and energy-augmenting technologies
advance, there are continued incentives to undertake energy-augmenting research
in the no state dependence economy. Incentives to innovate (Equation (24)) are the
product of the price effect and market size effect:

(33) ηEbEptq “ ηEλ

Price effecthkkkikkkj
αpEptq 1

α Eptqloomoon
Market size effect

´ρ
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and, by Equation (20) and noting (61) in the Appendix, αpEptq 1
α “ αγ

ε
σ´1
E θEptq 1

1´σ .
Thus along an ABGP, if the price of energy, κ is constant and energy use expands,
the price of energy services falls.24 At the same time, the market size of E increases,
sustaining incentives to innovate.

However, the relative incentive to innovate favors labor-augmenting research. With
innovation in both sectors, by (24),

(34)
ρ ` ηEbEptq
ρ ` ηLbLptq “ ηE

ηL

Price effecthkkkkikkkkjˆ
pEptq
pLptq

˙ 1
α Eptq

Lloomoon
Market size effect

“ ηE

ηL

ˆ
QEptq
QLptq

˙´ 1
σ

ˆ
Eptq

L

˙ σ´1
σ

As both technologies advance, energy use grows,25 the market size effect increases
profitability for energy-augmenting research and the price effect decreases prof-
itability. If σ ă 1, then the price effect is stronger leading to an overall fall in the
profitability of energy-augmenting research.

The fall in the relative profitability of energy-augmenting research means more
R&D resources are allocated to labor-augmenting research and the growth rate of
labor-augmenting technologies will be faster. When there is no state dependence,
the fall in the ratio QEptq

QLptq is sufficient to eventually balance relative profits, so the
left hand side of (34) converges to a constant and innovation occurs in both sectors.

The exact relative rates of innovation under a rational expectations equilibrium
in the case with state dependence are more difficult to characterize using current
profit ratios. Nonetheless, we now consider the current profit ratios to gain intu-
ition about the result we proved in Section 2.4. Suppose that for innovation to occur

24Fouquet (2008) shows that the price of energy services fell dramatically over the last few cen-
turies in Britain.

25In this statement, we presume labor-augmenting technologies grow at least as fast as energy-
augmenting technologies. Then by the first order condition for energy use, Equation (21), energy
use expands. However, if output grows sufficiently slower than energy-augmenting technologies
advance, energy use can fall. In Appendix B, we give the exact conditions under which energy use
may fall when labor-augmenting technologies do not advance.
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in both sectors, we must have

(35)

ρ ` ηEsEptq
ρ ` ηLsLptq “ ηEΠEptq

ηLΠLptq

“ ηE

ηL

Price effecthkkkkikkkkjˆ
pEptq
pLptq

˙ 1
α Eptq

Lloomoon
Market size effect

Scale effecthkkikkj
QEptq
QLptq “ ηE

ηL

ˆ
QEptq
QLptq

˙ σ´1
σ

ˆ
Eptq

L

˙ σ´1
σ

As energy use grows, once again, the price effect leads to a fall in relative prof-
itability to do energy research. However, now, as QEptq

QLptq falls, the scale effect fur-
ther increases the profitability of labor-augmenting research. Whether the relative
profits for energy- and labor-augmenting research remain in a constant ratio or
whether relative profits for energy keep falling depends on how fast energy use
grows relative to the fall in the technology ratio. Use (20) to write:

(36)
ˆ

QEptqEptq
QLptqL

˙ σ´1
σ “ θEptq

1 ´ θEptqγ
´ε
σ

Now use (19) and (21) to arrive at

(37) θEptq “ pαp1 ´ αqqσ´1 κptq1´σγ
ε

σ´1
E QEptqσ´1

Thus, if QEptq Ñ 8, then we must have ρ`ηEsEptq
ρ`ηLsLptq Ñ 0, which cannot hold since

sL ď s. Continued energy-augmenting technological advancement cannot now
occur along any ABGP since incentives to invest in labor-augmenting technolo-
gies increase at such high a rate due to state dependence increasingly favoring
labor-augmenting technologies, that investment in energy-augmenting technolo-
gies must keep decreasing for the no arbitrage condition to hold.

2.5.2. The possibility of limited state dependence and population growth

Aghion et al. (2016) find evidence of state dependence among firms in the auto
industry who undertake ‘clean’ versus ‘dirty’ innovation. However, state depen-
dence can be of a limited/ non-extreme form where the elasticity of the production
of new innovations with respect to existing knowledge is less than one. Indeed,
Aghion et al. (2016) find that the elasticity of the creation of new knowledge with
respect to the existing level of knowledge is approximately .3. We briefly discuss
the implications of such a specification. Suppose an innovation possibilities fron-
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tier of the form:

(38) 9Qjptq “ pλ ´ 1qηjsjptqQjptqψ

where ψ P p0, 1q. Such a formulation requires that sj grows through population
growth for sustained per capita growth to be possible, similar to Jones (1995). Such
a model would imply a relative current profit ratio of the form:

ρ ` ηEsEptq
ρ ` ηLsLptq “ ηE

ηL

ΠEptq
ΠLptq

“ ηE

ηL

ˆ
pEptq
pLptq

˙ 1
α Eptq

L

ˆ
QEptq
QLptq

˙ψ

“ ηE

ηL

ˆ
QEptqEptq
QLptqLptq

˙ σ´1
σ

ˆ
QEptq
QLptq

˙ψ´1

When QEptq Ñ 8, θEptq Ñ 0 and
´

QEptqEptq
QLptqLptq

¯ σ´1
σ Ñ 0. And since

´
QEptq
QLptq

¯ψ´1 Ñ 8,
an ABGP where the relative profitability of labor and energy-augmenting tech-
nologies remain constant is possible; thus, under limited state dependence, energy
intensity can continue to decline as in the case with no state dependence. 26

3. EXTREME STATE DEPENDENCE OR NOT?

In this section, we revisit the observed energy intensity trends and discuss whether
they are more consistent with extreme state dependence or non-extreme state de-
pendence (either no state dependence or limited state dependence). An initial ob-
servation of the data does not conclusively suggest one scenario or another. Both
the no state dependence and complete state dependence economy can be con-
sistent with paths of energy intensity across countries through time. First, both
economies experience convergence of energy intensities across countries given the
level of output — consistent with conditional convergence shown by Csereklyei
et al. (2016) and the increasingly ‘tighter’ relationship between output per capita
and energy intensity seen in Figure 2 and Figure E.8 (in the appendix). Second,
both models can also explain why many countries experience no declines in en-
ergy intensity. Figure 2 shows that some countries, such as Italy and Spain, with
low energy intensities have close to constant paths of energy intensity. Under lim-
ited or no state dependence, initially, energy intensity may be so low given output
such that (27) holds and no energy-augmenting innovation occurs. On the other

26In a model with population growth where scientists engage in R&D, using a similar process to

the proof for Theorem 2.1, we can show Q̂Eptq
Q̂Lptq Ñ 2´ψ

1´ψ´σ along an ABGP if we assume relative prof-
itability is given by (35). However, we were unable to show that a rational expectations equilibrium
implied ABGPs in this case. Thus our study in this paper focused on the lab equipment model with
no population growth.
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hand, under extreme state dependence, countries showing constant energy inten-
sity through time may be on their long-run BGP, to which all countries will con-
verge to.

Now consider the cross-sectional distribution of energy intensity over per capita
GDP at a given time, shown by Figure 3. We see that energy intensity decreases
across per capita GDP at a slower rate as per capita output increases and does
not fall at all across higher income countries. Both these facts are inconsistent with
the cross-section of countries being distributed along the "stable path" of the no
state dependence scenario — the dotted line in Figure 5 (see the Appendix, Sec-
tion D.2, for details and an analysis of the cross-sectional data). However, a non-
extreme state dependence scenario may still explain the data if the cross-section of
countries are not distributed along the dotted line of Figure 5. The purpose of our
econometric analysis, which we now turn to, is to understand whether this could
be the case.

3.1. Econometric analysis

In our econometric model, we wish to understand whether, controlling for fluc-
tuations in energy prices, Figure 5 or 6 better represents the relationship between
energy intensity growth rate and the level of per capita output and energy intensity
between 1970 and 2010. To motivate the model, consider the following relationship
in the no state dependence model:

(39) Ê ´ Ŷ “ pσ ´ 1qQ̂E ´ σκ̂ “ max
�

Ξ
ˆ

E
Y

˙ 2´σ
1´σ

κ
1

1´σ Y ´ ρ, 0
( ´ σκ̂

where Ξ is a constant. To derive the equation, take growth rates across Equation
(21), note (25) and consider the free entry and exit condition at (24) and then use
Equations (53) and (19). The equation above tells us that the growth rate of energy
intensity is a non-linear function of per capita output, energy intensity, the rate of
change of the energy price and the energy price as follows. Since we cannot derive
such an explicit relationship in the model with state dependence and since the
models here are only a rough approximation of reality, we proceed to approximate
the non-linear relationship between the energy intensity growth rate, per capita
output and energy intensity by estimating d degree multivariate polynomials as
follows:

(40) %Δ
´

EYi
t

¯
“

dÿ
k“0

dÿ
l“0

dÿ
m“0

dÿ
n“0

αk,l,m,n lnpYi
t qk lnpEYi

t ql p%ΔPtqm p%ΔYi
t qn ` εi

t
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We let t index 5 year periods between 1970 and 2010. For each country i at time
t, %Δ

`
EYi

t
˘

denotes the average growth rate of energy intensity over the 5 year
period, Yi

t denotes the real GDP per capita at the beginning of the period, %ΔPt
denotes the growth rate of the real U.S. energy price over the period and %ΔYi

t de-
notes the growth rate of per capita output over the period. We have included the
rate of output growth in the regression equation since shocks to energy intensity
and the level of output are likely correlated with the output growth rate. The term
ln refers to the natural log and we use logs of the independent variables in the re-
gression equation so we can interpret the slopes of vectors in the predicted stream
plot below as elasticities. The αk,l,m,n terms are coefficients we estimate through or-
dinary least squares using data 100 countries between 1970 and 2010 (Csereklyei
et al. (2016) describe the sources of the data).

We approximate polynomials up to degree 7 and find a polynomial of degree 4
scores lowest on the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC). Using the estimated de-
gree 4 polynomial, we generate predicted values of ΔEY, setting the energy price
growth to zero and the per capita output growth rate to 2% (the mean output
growth rate of the sample). For values of energy intensity and per capita GDP
observed in the data, the predicted values of ΔEY are then plotted as the slope of
vectors in the first panel of Figure 7. Observations of countries over 5 year periods
are also plotted. The vectors give the predicted direction of movement of a coun-
try with a given energy intensity and per capita GDP. The predicted vectors are
consistent with no extreme state dependence; countries converge to a path which
has an increasing rate of decline of energy intensity (the stable path is concave,
as implied by Figure 5). For instance, countries with initially low energy intensity
may have a close to zero or very low rate of decline of energy intensity as implied
by Equation (39). And as Equation (39) also implies, once these countries are rich
enough, they experience a higher rate of decline in energy intensity. Moreover, in
the first stream-plot of Figure 7, the elasticity between the rate of decline of energy
intensity and the rate of output growth converges for all growth paths, as implied
by Theorem 2.1, part.4.

To test whether the decline in energy intensity towards the bottom right area of
the scatter plot of Figure 7 is significantly below zero, we give a stream-plot of the
90% upper confidence interval of the predicted decline in energy intensity vectors
in Figure 7. An upward sloping vector in the second panel implies the expected
energy intensity decline for a country at a given level of GDP per capita and energy
intensity is not significantly different to zero. However, for rich countries with low
energy intensity, the 90% vectors slope downwards, allowing us to reject the null
that their average rate of decline is zero.

Finally, the broader arguments in favor of a scenario without extreme state depen-
dence are also substantial. For example, the scale effects generated by a model with
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FIGURE 7.— Stream plot gives predicted value and upper confidence interval of
decline of energy intensity assuming 2% per year growth of per capita GDP and no
change in the real U.S. energy price. Scatter plot gives observed values of energy
intensity and real GDP per capita for countries for 5 year periods between 1970
and 2010.

extreme state dependence and population growth lead to increasing per capita
growth rates not observed in the data (see (Jones, 1995) and recent empirical ev-
idence by Kruse-Andersen (2017) and Bloom et al. (2017)). Moreover, micro level
evidence by Aghion et al. (2016) suggests that innovation in alternative energy
motor vehicles, such as hybrid and electric cars, is characterized by limited state
dependence.

4. STRUCTURAL CHANGE

A common view is that, rather than energy-augmenting technical change, struc-
tural change towards labor intensive service sectors has been responsible for driv-
ing down the energy intensity of output. Notably, Sue Wing (2008) shows most of
the energy intensity improvement of output since 1950 in the U.S. has been due
to shifts in the relative share of industries, rather than within sector energy effi-
ciency improvements. It is also true that the cost share of service industries has
been increasing for the past 50 years. By contrast, the directed technical change
theory we present tells a story where the cost share of energy services falls but the
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quantity share of energy services relative to labor services increases; the driver of energy
efficiency improvements then becomes energy-augmenting technical change (en-
ergy efficiency of energy intensive goods). To see this, recall (see discussion before
equation (17)) the ratio of intermediate goods can be written as:

YLptq
YEptq “

ˆ
LQLptq

EptqQEptq
˙ εα

σ

γ
εp1´αq

σ

And then note equation part 2 of Theorem 2.1 implies θptq Ñ 0, which by equation
(36) implies the right hand side of the above equation converges to zero. In the
theory presented here, the cost share of labor services does grow as the economy
grows, but the structural change results from the increase in the value of labor ser-
vices, not the quantity of labor services. Now decompose the growth rate of output
as follows, into the growth rate of the energy intensive goods, minus the growth
rate of labor intensive goods and minus the growth rate of energy-augmenting
technological change:

(41) Êptq ´ Ŷptq “ p1 ´ θq `
Q̂Eptq ` Êptq˘ ´ p1 ´ θq `

Q̂Lptq ` L̂ptq˘ ´ Q̂Eptq
We can see that if the quantity of energy intensive goods grows faster than the
quantity of labor intensive goods, the left hand side of the above equation can only
be negative if the growth rate of energy-augmenting technical change is positive.

Gentvilaite et al. (2015) and Kander et al. (2015) argue a similar view on the nature
of structural change: "while deindustrialization appears to be a social fact, from
the viewpoint of real output and the associated environmental burdens, the tran-
sition to the service economy is largely a price illusion"(Gentvilaite et al., 2015). A
natural next step is to check whether the quantity ratio of labor services to energy
services has been increasing or decreasing in the data; we perform this analysis by
first estimating a time series of QEptq and QLptq for the U.S. data from 1900 (see
Appendix D.1 for details). Once we have the time series of QEptq and QLptq, we
can directly calculate a time series for the ratio YEptq

YLptq by using U.S. data on energy
use and employment (see appendix C.1) and noting equation (17). We plot the re-
sults of the time series of YEptq

YLptq in figure 8. The data show a clear decreasing trend
for the quantity of labor to energy services up to 1970. After the 1970s, there is no
increasing trend; the ratio increases, falls and then increases, plausibly due to a
substitution away from energy intensive goods in response to price shocks. This
view of the data lends support to the theory we presented in this paper – the quan-
tity of energy intensive goods used has been increasing and energy-augmenting
technical change plays the key role in observed energy efficiency improvements.

How can we reconcile our analysis with studies, most notably Sue Wing (2008),
arguing that structural change is responsible for improvements in energy inten-
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FIGURE 8.— Quantity share of labor to energy services in the U.S. We assume
σ “ .5 and α “ .66, differing values of σ below one do not alter the interpretation
of the results.

sity? Sue Wing’s analysis consists of 45 sectors and these sectors do not directly
map to labor intensive or energy intensive sectors. At least in a supply side model
such as ours, shifts in shares of industries may still be still driven by technological
change. For example, supposing that gas utilities are more energy efficient than
electric utilities, then a rise in the share of gas utilities can be seen as an improve-
ment in a technology that augments gas utilities. Now, in an aggregate model such
as ours, improvements in the aggregate energy-augmenting technology QE can be
thought to incorporate structural change driven by improvements in individual
sector technologies, technologies that augment industries as such gas utilities, for
instance. (Another example is the the growth of information and communication
technology sectors which can also be seen as energy saving, see Gentvilaite et al.
(2015).) The key point is that Sue Wing’s analysis does not tell us whether the type
of structural change driving down aggregate energy intensity is a change towards
labor services or a shift in the mix of energy sectors providing energy services.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper studied the relationship between technological change and a key factor
input, energy, and asked why energy intensity has fallen at a rate slower than output
growth without a commensurate upward trend in the real energy price. Our analy-
sis argued that energy-augmenting innovation can occur along a growth path, but
firms still face stronger incentives to augment labor rather than energy because the
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relative price of labor to energy has been increasing and labor is relatively scarce.
We also argued that it was energy-augmenting innovation along a growth path that
leads to a fall in energy intensity in the absence of increases in the energy price, not,
as is popularly viewed, structural change towards labor intensive service sectors.
And since output growth becomes dominated by the growth of labor-augmenting
technologies, the stronger incentives for labor-augmenting research means energy
intensity falls slower than the rate of output growth.

Whether or not energy-augmenting research continues along a growth path de-
pends on whether or not there is extreme state dependence in innovation. Ex-
treme state dependence (as in the analysis of Acemoglu (2003) applied to explain
why capital intensity stays constant) compounds the stronger incentive for labor-
augmenting research and labor-augmenting research eventually crowds out en-
ergy efficiency improvements. On the other hand, in a model without extreme state
dependence, non-price energy efficiency improvements continue at a constant but
slower rate than labor-augmenting innovation. Countries that initially have high
energy intensity will initially see more rapid energy-augmenting technical change
and over time labor-augmenting technical change will become increasingly rela-
tively important. This explains and generalizes the findings of Stern and Kander
(2012) for Sweden.

Our empirical analysis shows energy intensity continues to decline among high in-
come countries with low energy intensity, suggesting a scenario without extreme
path dependence. Nonetheless, with constant energy prices, energy intensity never
declines faster than final output grows, implying energy use increases as long as
the economy grows. Furthermore, we should not expect the decline in energy in-
tensity to be more rapid than in the past unless the cost of extracting energy rises
or policy changes innovation incentives. Autonomous improvements in energy ef-
ficiency are likely, therefore, to have a limited role in mitigating climate change.
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APPENDIX A: TECHNICAL APPENDIX FOR SECTION 2

A.1. Definition of equilibrium

DEFINITION A.1 An economy E is an equilibriun if:

1. no aggregate uncertainty holds and for j P tE, Lu and i P r0, 1s, the processes
pqjpi, tqq8

t“0 satisfy (6), where the arrival rate of innovations is identical across
i in a sector j P tE, Lu: given by bj for the no state dependence economy or sj
for the extreme state dependence economy

2. at each t P R` and i P r0, 1s given pEptq and pLptq, monopolists who own
blueprints of machine type i with quality q pick prices, px

Epi, t | qq and px
Lpi, t | qq,

to maximize profits
3. at each t and for each draw from the random variable qE and qL, given pEptq,

px
Eptq, px

Lptq and pLptq, intermediate goods producers choose Eptq, Lptq and
xEpi, t, qEpi, tqq and xLpi, t, qLpi, tqq to maximize profits

4. final goods markets producers maximize profits given pEptq and pLptq and
the market for intermediate goods clears

5. given r and w, consumers choose a to maximize their inter-temporal utility
6. the corporate asset market clears, that is aptq “ VLptq ` VEptq, where VL and

VE are defined by (28)
7. given qE and qL, the value functions satisfy

vjpi, t | qjpi, tqq “ Et

ż Tjpi,tq

s“t
e´ρsπjpi, s | qjpi, tqq ds, j P tE, Lu, P ´ a.e.

where πpi, s | qq is given in terms of the paths of prices, energy use and a
quality q by (14)27

8. without state dependence, sEptq “ sLptq “ 0 and the free entry and exit con-
dition

ηj
vjpi, t | qpi, tqq

qpi, tq “ 1, j P tE, Lu, P ´ a.e.

holds
9. with state dependence, ZEptq “ ZLptq “ 0 and the free entry and exit, (30),

holds
10. the resource constraint (2) holds and Lptq “ L for all t.

27Recall expectations here are taken over T, where T is the random stopping time after which
variety i in sector j experiences an innovation and the incumbent experiences zero profits thereafter.
The distribution of T is pinned down entirely by the paths bj and sj for j P tE, Lu
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A.2. Proofs for section 2.3: main results for the no state dependence economy

We begin with a proof for the claim that shows by autonomous energy efficiency
improvements cannot occur along a BGP. Let F̃ : R2` Ñ R be homogeneous of de-
gree one, increasing in both arguments and differentiable, let Yptq “ F̃pXptq, Zptqq
and let Ŷptq, X̂ptq and Ẑptq denote the growth rates of Yptq, Xptq and Zptq respec-
tively.

The following claim is used in the proof of Proposition 2.1.

CLAIM A.1 If Ŷ, X̂ and Ẑ are constant, then X̂ “ Ẑ.

PROOF: Let gY, gX and gZ be the constant growth rates of Yptq, Xptq and Zptq.
Taking time derivatives of Yptq gives:

9Yptq “ F̃1pXptq, Zptqq 9Xptq ` F̃2pXptq, Zptqq 9Zptq
and thus:

Ŷptq “ F̃1pXptq, ZptqqXptq
F̃pXptq, Zptqq X̂ptq ` F̃2pXptq, ZptqqZptq

F̃pXptq, Zptqq Ẑptq : “ p1 ´ θ̃ptqqX̂ptq ` θ̃ptqẐptq

where, by Euler’s Theorem (theorem 2.1 in Acemoglu (2009)),

p1 ´ θ̃ptqq ` θ̃ptq “ F̃1 pXptq, Zptqq Xptq ` F̃2 pXptq, Zptqq Zptq
F̃ pXptq, Zptqq “ 1

Now suppose by contradiction that gX “ gZ. First consider the case gX ă gZ. We
must have:

(42) gY “ p1 ´ θ̃ptqqgX ` θ̃ptqgZ ă p1 ´ θ̃ptqqgZ ` θ̃ptqgZ “ gZ

Since gY, gX and gZ are the growth rates of Yptq, Xptq and Zptq:

Yp0qetgY “ F̃
`
Xp0qetgX , Zp0qetgZ

˘
dividing the LHS and RHS by etgY and by homogeneity of the function F̃, we have:

Yp0q “ etpgZ´gYqF̃
´

Xp0qetpgX´gZq, Zp0q
¯

ă F̃ pXp0q, Zp0qq “ Yp0q
where the inequality follows from our assumption gX ă gZ, Equation (42) which
says gY ă gZ, the fact that F̃ is increasing and observing ex ă 1 for any x ă 0.
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However, Yp0q ă Yp0q is a contradiction, implying gX ě gZ. The case to rule out
gX ą gZ is symmetric by replacing X with Z in the above steps, establishing gX “
gZ.

Q.E.D.

Now we turn to proofs for the main results concerning the no state dependence
economy. Some intermediate results concerning transitional dynamics of growth
paths are given in a subsection below (subsection A.2.1). To prepare for the proof
of the main result, we now derive growth equations that hold in equilibrium. Take
time derivatives of θEptq, defined by (20), to write

(43) θ̂Eptq “ σ ´ 1
σ

p1 ´ θEptqq `
Q̂Eptq ` Êptq ´ Q̂Lptq˘

Similarly, take time derivatives of Yptq, defined by (18), to write

(44) Ŷptq “ p1 ´ θEptqq Q̂Lptq ` θEptq `
Q̂Eptq ` Êptq˘

Now, note from (19), we have θ̂ “ Ê ´ Ŷ. Use this expression in Equation (43) to
write

(45) Êptq “ σ ´ 1
σ

p1 ´ θEptqqpB̂ptq ` Êptqq ` Ŷptq

Next, combine (45) with (44) to write

(46) Êptq “ σ

1 ´ θEptq Q̂Eptq ´ B̂ptq

Let Γ : R` Ñ R` define the profitability ratio between energy and labor-augmenting
research:

(47) Γptq “ ρ ` ηEbEptq
ρ ` ηLbLptq , t P R`

If innovation occurs in both sectors at time t, no arbitrage requires

(48) Γptq “
ˆ

QEptq
QLptq

˙´ 1
σ

ˆ
Eptq
Lptq

˙ σ´1
σ
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And thus,

(49) Γ̂ptq “ σ ´ 1
σ

Êptq ´ B̂ptq
ˆ

1
σ

˙

Now combine (46) with (49),

Γ̂ptq “ σ ´ 1
σ

Ê ´ B̂ptq
σ

“ σ ´ 1
σ

ˆ
σ

1 ´ θEptq Q̂Eptq ´ B̂ptq
˙

´ B̂ptq
σ

(50)

“ σ ´ 1
1 ´ θEptq Q̂Eptq ´ B̂ptq

PROPOSITION A.1 Let E be a no state dependence equilibrium and let assumptions 1-2
hold. If bEp0q “ 0, then there exists t1 ą 0 such that bEpt1q ą 0.

PROOF: Suppose by contradiction bEptq “ 0 for all t P R`. Then QE is constant,
and by (37), θE is constant. By Assumption 2 and the free entry-exit condition (24),
bL is strictly positive implying QLptq Ñ 8 and by (46), Eptq Ñ 8. Since, using (20),
we can write

αpEptq 1
α Eptq “ αγ

ε
σ´1
E θEptq 1

1´σ Eptq

we must have αpEptq 1
α Eptq Ñ 8. However, the free entry-exit conditions (24) are

now violated because we assumed bEptq “ 0 for all t, yielding a contraction.

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1: First we verify there exists some t1 such that for all
t ą t1, bEptq ą 0 and bLptq ą 0. By proposition A.1, there exists t1 such that bEpt1q ą 0
and bLpt1q ą 0. Then by Claim A.2 in the Appendix, there exists T ą t1 such that
for all t ą T

ηEbEptq
ηLbLptq ě 1 ´ θEptq

2 ´ θEptq ´ σ

By Assumption 2 and the free entry-exit conditions (24), bL is bounded below by a

strictly positive constant ληLαγ
ε

σ´1
L p1 ´ θEp0qq 1

1´σ L ´ ρ. Moreover, by (37), θEptq ď
θp0q for all t, and, as such,

ηEbEptq ě 1 ´ θEptq
2 ´ θEptq ´ σ

ηLbLptq ě 1 ´ θEp0q
2 ´ σ

pληLαγ
ε

σ´1
L p1 ´ θEp0qq 1

1´σ L ´ ρq ą 0
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Now using the free entry-exit conditions (24), the above equation implies (48) - (50)
holds for all t ą T.

Along an ABGP, since Γptq converges to a positive constant, Γ̂ptq Ñ 0. By (50),
recalling B̂ptq “ Q̂Eptq ´ Q̂Lptq, we can establish part 1. of the theorem

(51)
Q̂Eptq
Q̂Lptq Ñ 1 ´ θEptq

2 ´ θEptq ´ σ

Since bEptq is bounded below by a strictly positive constant for all t ą T, we must
have Q̂Eptq is strictly positive for all t ą T. Accordingly, θEptq Ñ 0 by (37), giving
part 2 of the theorem. To establish part 3, write

(52) bLptq “ ληLαγ
ε

σ´1
L p1 ´ θEptqq 1

1´σ L ´ ρ Ñ ληLαγ
ε

σ´1
L L ´ ρ

Thus Q̂Lptq Ñ pλ ´ 1qpληLαγ
ε

σ´1
L L ´ ρq. Now note by (44), Ŷptq Ñ Q̂Lptq, establish-

ing part 3.

Finally, for part 4, recall (21) and take taking time derivatives, to arrive at

Êptq ´ Ŷptq “ pσ ´ 1q Q̂Eptq Ñ Ŷptqp1 ´ θEptqq pσ ´ 1q
2 ´ θEptq ´ σ

Ñ Ŷptqσ ´ 1
2 ´ σ

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.2: Along an asymptotic balanced growth path bEptq Ñ
b‹

E and bLptq Ñ b‹
E, where by Theorem 2.1, b‹

E ą 0 and b‹
L ą 0.

Recall

(53)

ηEαpEptq 1
α Eptq “ ηEαγ

ε
σ´1
E θEptq 1

1´σ Eptq
“ ηEαγ

ε
σ´1
E θEptq 2´σ

1´σ
Eptq
θEptq

“ ηEα2κptq´1γ
ε

σ´1
E θEptq 2´σ

1´σ Yptq
where the first equality is from Equation (63), the second equality follows from
dividing through and multypying by θEptq and the final equality follows Equation
(19). Now, by Equation (51) in the proof of Theorem 2.1,

(54)
Q̂Eptq
Q̂Lptq Ñ 1 ´ θEptq

2 ´ σ ´ θEptq
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But since Q̂Eptq
Q̂Lptq “ ηEbEptq

ηLbLptq , we must have

ηEbEptq
ηLbLptq Ñ 1 ´ θEptq

2 ´ σ ´ θEptq

ùñ ηEα2κptq´1γ
ε

σ´1
E θEptq 2´σ

1´σ Yptq ´ ρ

αηLγ
ε

σ´1
L p1 ´ θEptqq 1

1´σ L ´ ρ
Ñ 1 ´ θEptq

2 ´ σ ´ θEptq

The implication follows from the no arbitrage conditions, Equation (53) and (62).
The above implies

Yptq Ñ
1´θEptq

2´σ´θEptq

ˆ
αηLγ

ε
σ´1
L p1 ´ θEptq 1

1´σ L ´ ρ

˙
` ρ

ηEκptq´1α2γ
ε

1´σ

E θEptq 2´σ
1´σ

:“ HpθEptqq

where H : p0, θEp0qq Ñ R`. Note H is differentiable. By assumption, θEp0q ` σ ă 1,
which can be shown to imply H has a negative derivative and hence H is decreas-
ing. Since H is decreasing, H is injective. Moreover, since p0, θEp0qq is open, by
the open mapping theorem, H has a continuous inverse, which we now denote as
G : R` Ñ p0, θEp0qq.

Finally, we show for any ε ą 0, there exists T such that for all t ą T,|GpYptqq ´
θEptq| ă ε. There exists δ ą 0 such that |Gpxq ´ Gpyq| ă ε for |x ´ y| ă δ. More-
over, there exists T such that for all t ą T, we have |Yptq ´ HpθEptqq| ă δ, giving
|GpYptqq ´ θEptq| ă ε. This establishes that GpYptqq Ñ θEptq and in view of Equation
(19), implies Eptq

Yptq Ñ GpYptqq.

Q.E.D.

A.2.1. Transitional dynamics for the no state dependence economy

Figure A.9 shows the dynamics for an equilibrium with no state dependence from
two possible initial conditions. First, if ηEbEp0q

ηLbLp0q ď 1´θEp0q
2´θEp0q´σ , then Claim A.2 confirms

ηEbE
ηLbL

rises till ηEbEptq
ηLbLptq ą 1´θEptq

2´θEptq´σ . Second, if ηEbEptq
ηLbLptq ą 1´θEptq

2´θEptq´σ , we are not able to

verify exact conditions for the direction of movement of ηEbEptq
ηLbLptq . However, propo-

sition (A.2) confirms any equilibrium is an asymptotic growth path, which, along
with Theorem 2.1 confirms lim

tÑ8
ηEbEptq
ηLbLptq “ 1´θEptq

2´θEptq´σ , implying the paths shown by

figure A.9.

CLAIM A.2 Let E be an equilibrium with no state dependence. If assumptions 1-
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θE

ηEbE
ηLbL

ηEbE
ηLbL

“ 1´θE
2´θE´σ

FIGURE A.9.— All ABGPs must converge to a BGP where energy intensity is
zero.

2 hold and for some t̄, bEpt̄q ą 0, then there exists T ą t̄ such that for all t ą T,
ηEbEptq
ηLbLptq ě 1´θEptq

2´θEptq´σ .

PROOF: If ηEbEpt̄q
ηLbLpt̄q ď 1´θEpt̄q

2´θEpt̄q´σ
, then Q̂Ept̄q

Q̂Lpt̄q ď 1´θEpt̄q
2´θEpt̄q´σ

. Recall the definition of Γ at
equation (47) in the main text, and note (48) from the main text holds along the

equilibrium path. Recalling Equation (50) from the main text and using Q̂Ept̄q
Q̂Lpt̄q ď

1´θEpt̄q
2´θEpt̄q´σ

, we have:

(55) Γ̂pt̄q “ σ ´ 1
1 ´ θEpt̄q Q̂Ept̄q ´ B̂pt̄q ě 0

Now take growth rates of Γ at t̄ as defined at Equation (47) in the main text and
use Equation (55) to arrive at:

(56)
ηE

9bEpt̄q
ηL

9bLpt̄q ě ρ ` ηEbEpt̄q
ρ ` ηLbLpt̄q

which in turn implies:

(57)
b̂Ept̄q
b̂Lpt̄q ě ηLbLpt̄q

ηEbEpt̄q
ρ ` ηEbEpt̄q
ρ ` ηLbLpt̄q ą 1
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Thus if ηEbEpt̄q
ηLbLpt̄q ď 1´θEpt̄q

2´θEpt̄q´σ
, then ηEbEptq

ηLbLptq rises till ηEbEpTq
ηLbLpTq ą 1´θEpTq

2´θEpTq´σ for some T ą t̄.

Moreover, if ηEbEpTq
ηLbLpTq ě 1´θEpTq

2´θEpTq´σ for some T, then for any t ą T, ηEbEptq
ηLbLptq ě 1´θEptq

2´θEptq´σ .

To see why, suppose for some t1 ą T, we have ηEbEpt1q
ηLbLpt1q ă 1´θEpt1q

2´θEpt1q´σ , then there must

be some t2 ď t1 such that ηEbEpt2q
ηLbLpt2q “ 1´θEpt2q

2´θEpt2q´σ and ηEbEpt2q
ηLbLpt2q is decreasing. However,

at t2, (55) must then hold, which in turn implies (56) holds and ηEbEpt2q
ηLbLpt2q cannot be

decreasing.

Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION A.2 If E is a no state dependence equilibrium and αγ
ε

σ´1
L p1 ´ θEp0qq 1

1´σ L ´
ρ ą 0, then E is an ABGP.

PROOF: To show E is an ABGP, we show lim
tÑ8 bEptq “ b‹

E and lim
tÑ8 bLptq “ b‹

L.

Before commencing the proof, note that since QE is non-decreasing, by Equation
(37), θEptq ď θEp0q for all t P R`. Moreover, use (24) and (62) to write equilibrium
innovation in the labor sector as:

(58) ρ ` ηLbLptq “ αγ
ε

σ´1
L p1 ´ θEptqq 1

1´σ L

implying ηLbLptq P rαγ
ε

σ´1
L p1 ´ θEp0qq 1

1´σ L ´ ρ, αγ
ε

σ´1
L L ´ ρs for all t.

Next, by Claim A.2, there exists T such that for all t ą T, ηEbEptq
ηLbLptq ě 1´θEptq

2´θEptq´σ . Thus,
we have:

(59) bEptq ě αγ
ε

σ´1
L p1 ´ θEp0qq 1

1´σ L ´ ρ

ηE

1 ´ θp0q
2 ´ σ

: “ bE, t ě T

Since bEptq ě bE ą 0 for all t ą T, lim
tÑ8 QEptq “ 8 and by equation (37), lim

tÑ8 θEptq “
0, which in turn implies by Equation (58) that lim

tÑ8 ηLbLptq “ αγ
ε

σ´1
L L ´ ρ. Let b‹

L :“
lim
tÑ8 bLptq “ αγ

ε
σ´1
L L ´ ρ.

We now turn to show lim
tÑ8 bEptq “ b‹

E for some bE P R``. Recall the definition

of Γptq at equation (47), and note (48) holds along the equilibrium path. Recalling

Equation (50) and using Q̂Eptq
Q̂Lptq ě 1´θEptq

2´θEptq´σ , we have:

Γ̂ptq “ σ ´ 1
1 ´ θEptq Q̂Eptq ´ B̂ptq ď 0, t ě T
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Since Γ̂ptq “ 9Γptq
Γptq and Γptq ě 0, Γptq must be decreasing for all t ą T. However,

Γptq “ ρ ` bEptq
ρ ` bLptq ě ρ ` bE

αγ
ε

σ´1
L L

ą 0, t ě T

implying lim
tÑ8 Γptq ą 0. Let Γ̄ :“ lim

tÑ8 Γptq and use the properties of limits of func-

tions to conclude:

lim
tÑ8 bEptq “ lim

tÑ8 pΓptqpbLptq ` ρq ´ ρq “ `
Γ̄pb‹

L ` ρq ´ ρ
˘ “: b‹

E

where b‹
E P R``, thus completing the proof. Q.E.D.

PROOF OF CLAIM 2.1: We will use the growth equations and notation devel-
oped in the proof of Theorem 2.1. First, write the no-arbitrage conditions as fol-
lows:

ηEz̃E

ηLz̃L
“ ηEακptq´1γ

ε
σ´1
E θ̃Eptq 2´σ

1´σ Ỹptq ´ ρ

ηLγ
ε

σ´1
L

`
1 ´ θ̃Eptq˘ 1

1´σ L ´ ρ

ą ηEακptq´1γ
ε

σ´1
E θEptq 2´σ

1´σ Yptq ´ ρ

ηLγ
ε

σ´1
L p1 ´ θEptqq 1

1´σ L ´ ρ

“ ηEzE

ηLzL

where the equality uses (62) and (53). The inequality follows from noting the RHS
is decreasing in θE holding and since Ỹptq “ Yptq. This serves to prove part 1. of
the claim.

To show part 2. of the claim, note:

ηEz̃E “ ηEακptq´1γ
ε

σ´1
E θ̃Eptq 2´σ

1´σ Ỹptq ´ ρ

ą ηEακptq´1γ
ε

σ´1
E θEptq 2´σ

1´σ ´ ρ “ ηEzE
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As such ˆ̃QEptq ą Q̂Eptq. Next, taking time derivatives of Equation (21), we have:

ˆ̃Eptq
ˆ̃Yptq

“ p1 ´ σq
ˆ̃QptqE
ˆ̃Yptq

` 1

“ pσ ´ 1q ˆ̃QptqE
1`θ̂Epσ´1q

1´θ̂E

ˆ̃QptqE ´ ˆ̃Bptq

“
¨
˝ 1`θ̂Epσ´1q

1´θ̂Eptq
ˆ̃QptqE ´ ˆ̃Bptq

pσ ´ 1q ˆ̃QEptq

˛
‚

´1

` 1

“
˜

1 ` θ̃ptqE pσ ´ 1q`
1 ´ θ̃ptqE

˘ pσ ´ 1q ` p1 ´ σq´1
ˆ

1 ´ z̃Lptq
z̃Eptq

˙¸´1

` 1

ă
ˆ

1 ` θEptq pσ ´ 1q
p1 ´ θEptqq pσ ´ 1q ` p1 ´ σq´1

ˆ
1 ´ zLptq

zEptq
˙˙´1

` 1

“ Êptq
Ŷptq

where the second equality use (44) along with (46) to derive:

(60) Ŷptq “ 1 ` θEptqpσ ´ 1q
1 ´ θEptq Q̂Eptq ´ B̂ptq

thus we have shown:
ˆ̃Eptq
ˆ̃Yptq ă Êptq

Ŷptq , which directly implies part 3 of the claim. Q.E.D.

A.3. Proofs for state dependence economy, section 2.4

We prepare some preliminary notation before turning to the proof of theorem 2.2.

Noting pLptq “ γL

´
Yptq
YLptq

¯ 1
ε , we have

pLptq “ γL

ˆ
Yptq
YLptq

˙ 1
ε “ γL

˜
γL ` γE

ˆ
YE

YL

˙ ε´1
ε

¸ 1
ε´1

(61)

“ γ
ε

ε´1
L

˜
1 ` γ

ε
σ

ˆ
QEptqEptq

QLptqL

˙ σ´1
σ

¸ 1
ε´1
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where the third equality uses (17). Using (20), we can then write

(62) αpLptq 1
α L “ αγ

ε
σ´1
L p1 ´ θEptqq 1

1´σ L

similarly

(63) αpEptq 1
α Eptq “ αγ

ε
σ´1
E θEptq 1

1´σ Eptq
Now define

JLptq :“ Et

ż TLptq

t
e´ρsαpLpsq 1

α L ds, JEptq :“ Et

ż TEptq

t
e´ρsαpEpsq 1

α Epsq ds

where Tjptq is the random stopping time after which an incumbent is replaced by a
new entrant. Note the distribution of Tjptq does not depend on the individual ma-
chine i, since each machine experiences a common innovation, hence replacement
rate sjηj. Recalling the definition of VLptq from (28),

VLptq “
ż 1

0
vL pi, t | qq di “

ż 1

0
Et

ż TLptq

s“t
e´ρsπLpsq ds di

“
ż 1

0
qpi, tqEt

ż TLptq

s“t
e´ρsαpLpsq 1

α L ds di

“ QLptqEt

ż TLptq

s“t
e´ρsαpLpsq 1

α L ds

“ QLptqJLptq
The HJB equation for JLptq will be

(64) 9JLptq “ pρ ` ηLsLptqq JLptq ´ αpLptq 1
α L

and similarly, the HJB equation for JEptq becomes

(65) 9JEptq “ pρ ` ηEsEptqq JEptq ´ αpEptq 1
α Eptq

LEMMA A.1 If an equilibrium with state dependence is an asymptotic balanced growth
path with s‹

E ą 0 and s‹
L ą 0, then ηLs‹

L “ ρ ` 2ηEs‹
E.

PROOF: By Equation (37), since QEptq Ñ 8, θEptq Ñ 0. Now, if θEptqE Ñ 0, using
(62), we have

(66) αpLptq 1
α L Ñ αγ

ε
σ´1
L L
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which implies JLptq converges to a constant. Note both the terms on the RHS of
the HJB equation for JLptq, Equation (64), converge, implying 9JLptq converges. But
since JLptq converges to a constant, we must have 9JLptq Ñ 0. Once again by the HJB
condition, Equation (64),

(67) JLptq Ñ αγ
ε

σ´1
L L

ρ ` s‹
E

Also note

(68) ĴLptq “
9JLptq
JLptq

The denominator converges a positive constant, while numerator converges to
zero, implying ĴLptq Ñ 0. Next, from the free entry and exit condition, since s‹

E ą 0
and s‹

L ą 0, there exists T̄ such that

(69) JEptq “ QLptqJLptq
QEptq , t ą T̄

Taking time derivatives, we have

(70) ĴLptq ´ ĴEptq “ Q̂Eptq ´ Q̂Lptq, t ą T̄

Rearranging gives

(71) ĴEptq “ Q̂Lptq ´ Q̂Eptq ` ĴLptq Ñ ηLs‹
L ´ ηEs‹

E

where ĴLptq Ñ 0 by the argument proceeding Equation (68). Now use the above
with the HJB condition for JEptq, Equation (65),

(72)
αpEptq 1

α Eptq
JEptq “ ρ ` ηEsEptq ´ ĴEptq Ñ ρ ` 2ηEs‹

E ´ ηLs‹
L

Note the limit is a (possibly zero) constant. Moreover, by the HJB condition for
JLptq, Equation (64),

(73)
αpLptq 1

α L
JL

“ ρ ` ηLs‹
L ´ ĴLptq Ñ ρ ` ηLs‹

L
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since ĴEptq Ñ 0. As such,

θEptq
1 ´ θEptqγ´εσ “

ˆ
QEptqEptq

QLptqL

˙ σ´1
σ

“ p
1
α
EQEptqEptq
p

1
α
L QLptqL

“ p
1
α
E JLptqEptq
p

1
α
L JEptqL

Ñ ρ ` 2ηEs‹
E ´ ηLs‹

L
ρ ` ηLs‹

L

where the first equality comes from (36), the second equality uses (16), the third
uses the free entry and exit conditions (30) and convergence at the final step fol-
lows from (72) and (73) and noting the denominator converges to a strictly positive
constant. Thus, if θEptq Ñ 0, then ηLs‹

L “ ρ ` 2ηEs‹
E.

Q.E.D.

CLAIM A.3 If an equilibrium with state dependence is an asymptotic balanced
growth path with s‹

E ą 0 and s‹
L ą 0, then there exists T̄ and M, with M ă 8 such

that

Et

ż TEptq

s“t
e

şs
t Êps̄q´ηEsEps̄q´ρ ds̄ ď M ă 8, t ą T̄

PROOF: The distribution of TEptq is

P pTEptq ď t ` sq “ 1 ´ e´ şs
0 ηEsEps1`tq ds1

and the density of TEptq ´ t is ηEsEpsqe´ şs
0 ηEsEps1`tqds1 . Allowing us to write

Et

ż TEptq

s“t
e

şs
t Êps̄q´ηEsEps̄q´ρ ds̄ ds “ Et

ż TEptq´t

0
e

şs
0 Êps̄`tq´ηEsEps̄`tq´ρ ds̄ ds

“ ηEsEpsq
ż 8

0

ż T

0
e

şs
0 Êps̄`tq´ηEsEps̄`tq´ρ ds̄ ds e´ şT

0 ηEsEps1`tqds1 dT

Define

(74) c :“ lim
tÑ8tÊptq ´ 2ηEsEptq ´ ρu

We now show c ă 0. Taking growth rates across Equation (21) gives Êptq ´ Ŷptq “
pσ ´ 1qQ̂Eptq, and thus Êptq ´ Ŷptq Ñ ηEs‹

Epσ ´ 1q, and Êptq Ñ ηEs‹
Epσ ´ 1q ` ηLs‹

L
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since Ŷptq Ñ ηLs‹
L by (44). If s‹

L “ 0, then

(75) c “ ηEs‹
Epσ ´ 1q ` ηLs‹

L ´ 2ηEs‹
E ´ ρ “ ηEs‹

Epσ ´ 3q ´ ρ ă 0

On the other hand, if s‹
L ą 0, then by Lemma A.1, ηLs‹

L “ ρ ` 2ηEs‹
E

(76) c “ ηEs‹
Epσ ´ 1q ` ηLs‹

L ´ ηE2s‹
E ´ ρ “ s‹

Epσ ´ 1q ă 0

Next, note there exists ε ą 0 such that c ` ε ă 0. Moreover, since Êptq ´ ηEsEptq ´
ρ Ñ ηEs‹

Epσ ´ 2q ` s‹
L ´ ρ, there exists T̄ such that for all t ą T̄, we have

(77) Êptq ´ ηEsEptq ´ ρ ă ηEs‹
Epσ ´ 2q ` ηLs‹

L ´ ρ ` ε

2
:“ c1

and

(78) ´ηEsEptq ă ´ηEs‹
E ` ε

2
:“ c2

The above two inequalities give

(79) ηEsEpsq
ż 8

0

ż T

0
e

şs
0 Êps̄q´ηEsEps̄q´ρ ds̄ ds e´ şT

0 ηEsEps1qds1 dT

ď ηEsEpsq
ż 8

0

ż T

0
e

şs
0 c1 ds̄ ds e

şT
0 c2ds1 dT “

ż 8

0

eTpc1`c2q ´ eTc2

c1
dT :“ M ă 8

where the first inequality follows from monotonicity of the exponential function
and noting (77) and (78). The second inequality comes from solving the inside in-
tegrals and the final inequality comes from noting c1 ` c2 “ c ` ε ă 0.

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2: If s‹
E ą 0, then there exists T̄ such that for t ą T̄, the

no arbitrage condition holds

(80)
JEptqQEptq
JLptqQLptq ě 1, t ą T̄

to prove the theorem, we will show this condition cannot hold if QEptq Ñ 8 and
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Eptq{Yptq Ñ 0. From the definition of JEptq and JLptq, we have

(81)

JEptqQEptq
JLptqQLptq “ QEptqEt

şTEptq
s“t πEpsq 1

α Epsqe´ρs ds
QLptqJLptq

“ κptqp1 ´ θEptqq1´σL
ˆ

θEptq
1 ´ θEptq

˙ 1
1´σ

ˆ EptqQEptq
LQLptq

Et
şTptq

s“t e
şs

s̄“t Êps̄q´ηEsEps̄q´ρ ds̄ ds
JLptq

“ κptq p1 ´ θEptqq1´σ L
ˆ

θEptq
1 ´ θEptq

˙

ˆ Et
şTptq

s“t e
şs

s̄“t Êps̄q´ηEsEps̄q´ρ ds̄ ds
JLptq

where we have omitted constants in front of the RHS above for simplicity. The
second equality above uses (63) and (37) to derive

πEpsq 1
α Epsq “ κptqθEpsq 1

1´σ Epsq “ QEpsq´1Epsq
“ κptqQEptq´1Eptqe

şs
s̄“t Êps̄q´ηEsEps̄q ds̄

“ κptqθEptq 1
1´σ Eptqe

şs
s̄“t Êps̄q´ηEsEps̄q ds̄

for s ą t. Note once again, we have omitted constants in front of the RHS for
simplicity. The third equality at (81) uses (36).

To complete the proof, by Claim A.3, Et
şT

s“t e
şs

s̄“t Êps̄q´ηEsEps̄q´ρ ds̄ ds ă M, where
M ă 8. As such,

JEptqQEptq
JLptqQLptq ď κptq p1 ´ θEptqq 1

1´σ L
ˆ

θEptq
1 ´ θEptq

˙
M

JLptq

Recall θEptq Ñ 0 by (37) if QEptq Ñ 8 and JLptq converges to a constant, JEptqQEptq
JLptqQLptq Ñ

0. However, this contradicts (80).

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3: We first prove the if statement of the proposition.

Part 1: If

Suppose (31) holds, we will show an allocation satisfying 1.- 4. of Definition A.1
with ηLsLptq “ ηL for all t is an equilibrium (satisfies 6. of Definition A.1) and is a
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BGP. To show the allocation satisfies 6. of Definition A.1, it is sufficient to confirm
the free entry and exit condition holds along the allocation path, that is,

(82)
JLptqQLptq
JEptqQEptq ě 1, @ t ě 0

Since sE “ 0, QEptq “ QEp0q for all t and we must have, using Equation (37),

(83) θEptq “ θ‹
E :“ pαp1 ´ αqqσ´1 κptq1´σγ

ε
σ´1
E QEp0qσ´1, @ t ě 0

By (62), pLptq remains constant. As such,

(84) JLptq “ αpLptq 1
α L

ρ ` ηL
“ αγ

ε
σ´1
L

`
1 ´ θ‹

E
˘ 1

1´σ L
ρ ` ηL

, @ t ě 0

Since the replacement rate is zero for energy-augmenting innovations,

JEptq “
ż 8

t
αpEptq 1

α Eptqe´ρs ds

“ αγ
ε

σ´1
E θ‹

E
1

1´σ

ż 8

0
Eptqe´ρs ds

“ αγ
ε

σ´1
E θ‹

E
1

1´σ Eptq
ż 8

t
epηL´ρqs ds

“ αγ
ε

σ´1
E θ‹

E
1

1´σ Eptq
ρ ´ ηL

The second equality uses (63). For the third equality, note when Q̂Eptq “ 0, Êptq “
ηL “ Ŷptq for all t by (21) and (44). The third equality follows from solving the
integral.

We can now write

(85)

JLptqQLptq
JEptqQEptq “ γ

´ε
σ´1

ˆ
1 ´ θ‹

E
θ‹

E

˙ 1
1´σ

ˆ
LQLptq

EptqQEptq
˙

ρ ´ ηL

ρ ` ηL

“ γ
´2ε
σ´1

ˆ
1 ´ θ‹

E
θ‹

E

˙
ρ ´ ηL

ρ ` ηL

“ JLp0qQLp0q
JEp0qQEp0q

for all t ě 0. The second equality follows from (36). The third equality follows from
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our observation that θEptq is constant for all t ě 0, given by (83).

Using algebra, and (83), we can verify

(86) γ
´2ε
σ´1

ˆ
1 ´ θ‹

E
θ‹

E

˙
ρ ´ ηL

ρ ` ηL
ě 1 ðñ

ˆ
κ

QEp0q
˙1´σ

ď pαp1 ´ αqq1´σ γ
ε

1´σ

γ
2ε

σ´1 ρ`ηL
ρ´ηL

` 1

And thus, if (31) holds, then JLp0qQLp0q
JEp0qQEp0q ě 1, which by (85), implies (82). To confirm

the equilibrium allocation is a BGP, note by (21) and (44), Ŷptq “ ηL and Êptq “ ηL
for all t. Moreover, sLptq “ 1, sEptq “ 0, Q̂Lptq “ ηL and Q̂Eptq “ 0 for all t.

Now we turn to the only if statement of the proposition.

Part 2: Only If

Let an equilibrium allocation be a BGP with ηLsLptq “ ηL. We show (31) must hold.
Since sEptq “ 0 for all t, (85) must hold along the growth path by the argument
between proceeding Equation (82) above. Because the path is an equilibrium path,
the free entry and exit conditions (82) must hold, and since (85) holds,

(87) γ
´2ε
σ´1

ˆ
1 ´ θ‹

E
θ‹

E

˙
ρ ´ ηL

ρ ` ηL
ě 1

which, by (86), implies (31) holds. Q.E.D.

APPENDIX B: COMPARATIVE STATICS OF EQUILIBRIUM ENERGY USE AND
TECHNOLOGY

In this section, we study the effect of energy-augmenting technology on energy
use. For a given level of output and real energy price, κptq, higher QEptq leads
to lower energy use. Given a real energy price, we can decompose the effect of
energy-augmenting technical change on energy use into the change in energy use
given the level of output and the change in energy use as output increases given
a level of energy intensity. Solve (21) for E and take the derivative with respect to
QE to arrive at

(88)
BE

BQE
“ Φ

Output effecthkkkkikkkkj
BY

BQE
Qσ´1

E `Φ

Efficiency effecthkkkkkkkikkkkkkkj
pσ ´ 1qYQσ´2

E

where Φ “ γ
ε

σ´1
E ασp1 ´ αqσ´1 and we have dropped the time index for simplicity.

The efficiency effect is always negative, and the output is always positive. The
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following proposition tells us when increased energy efficiency results in a fall in
energy use.

PROPOSITION B.1 If θE ă p1 ´ σqp1 ´ αq 1´σ
σ , then BE

BQE
ă 0.

PROOF: Evaluate the derivative on the right hand side of (88) and simplify the
equation

(89)
BE

BQE
“ ΦQσ´2

E Y
´

γ
ε
σ
E Y

1´σ
σ pQEEq σ´1

σ ` σ ´ 1
¯

Now note the expression for output (18) and θE (20) to arrive at the result.

Q.E.D.

When real energy prices are fixed, the result implies the rebound effect is less than
1 if the cost-share of energy is less than p1 ´ σqp1 ´ αq 1´σ

σ .28

APPENDIX C: DATA SOURCES AND DATA ANALYSIS ON FUEL PRICE TRENDS

C.1. U.S. time series data sources

C.1.1. GDP, implicit price deflator, employment, and wages

Data on GDP and wages from 1929 to 2015 are sourced from the U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis (BEA) National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA). GDP
data is real GDP in chained 2009 dollars. We extended the GDP series to 1900 us-
ing the growth rates from estimates of the GNP from the Historical Statistics of the
United States: Colonial Times to 1970 (HS70) Annual data on GNP is available from
1889. Total wages from 1929 to 2015 are given by compensation of employees and
deflated to 2009 using the GDP implicit price deflator. Page 236 in the latter source
provides estimates of the labor share of national income for years prior to 1929.
Page 224 has some estimates of the national income prior to 1929. Prior to 1919
these are for 5-year averages. For years prior to 1919 we use these averages to
obtain the ratio of national income to GNP for each 5-year period and then esti-
mated annual national income by multiplying the ratio by annual GNP. We then
multiplied average labor compensation shares in the national income to estimate
labor compensation back to 1900. Historical Statistics of the United States: Millennial
Edition gives employment from 1890 to 1990. We extend this forward to 2015 us-
ing the growth rate of total employment in the NIPA. We can then compute labor
productivity and annual wage series per employee from 1900 on.

28In a similar exogenous technical change setting, the rebound is less than 1 if θE ă p1 ´ σq
(Saunders, 2015).
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C.1.2. Primary energy consumption and heat rates

We use data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) website for
1949-2015 for consumption of the following energy carriers: Coal, natural gas,
petroleum, nuclear electricity, hydroelectricity, geothermal energy, solar energy,
wind energy, and biomass, in quadrillion BTU. The energy totals given for the
non-combustible renewables and nuclear power are the equivalent quantity of fos-
sil fuels that would be needed to generate the same amount of electricity. We used
these heat rates, which are supplied by EIA to convert the price of electricity to a
price per BTU of primary energy. Earlier energy quantity data were obtained from
the HS70 and Appendix D of the EIAs Monthly Energy Review. These data also
include animal feed, which was a large source of energy in 1900.

C.1.3. Energy prices

Using a combination of documents and databases on the EIA website we assem-
bled fossil fuel production prices from the earliest available date to 2015. Oil well-
head prices are available in the online interactive data from 1859 to 2015. The nat-
ural gas wellhead price is available from 1922 but discontinued after 2012. For
2013-15 we use Henry Hub spot prices available on this page:

http://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/hist/rngwhhdA.htm

Coal prices were available for 1949-2011 from the 2011 Annual Energy Review. For
2012-2015 we used the Annual Coal Reports. Biomass prices for 1970 to 2014 are
available from this webpage:

http://www.eia.gov/state/seds/data.cfm?incfile=/state/seds/sep_prices/total/
pr_tot_US.html&sid=US

Electricity prices are available from the EIA from 1960 to 2015. We use the industrial elec-
tricity price as a proxy for the wholesale price of electricity. Earlier energy prices were
obtained from the HS70. For electricity prices we used the price series for large users and
assumed the nominal price per million BTU was constant prior to 1917. For the price of an-
imal feed we used the price per bushel of oats received by farmers from HS70. We assumed
32lbs of oats per bushel and 12MJ per kg of feed (Pagan, 1998). We use the price of lumber
from HS70 to project back the cost of biomass energy for years before 1970. We use the
growth rates of the price of oil to project natural gas prices back to 1900. In computing the
total value of energy we multiply the electricity produced by nuclear and non-combustible
renewables by the price of electricity. We then compute energy productivity and price se-
ries for raw BTU of primary energy and for quality-adjusted energy use.
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FIGURE C.1.— Real U.S. prices of energy carriers

C.2. Trend tests on U.S. fuel prices

Figure C.1 shows the real price in 2009 US Dollars per BTU for the key individual fuels.
Even though each of these prices has increased absolutely over time, it is unclear whether
these represent systematic trends or not. The aggregate energy price (Figure C.3) rises
faster than most of the component prices because there is a positive correlation between
price movements and cost shares.

Figures C.2 and C.3 show energy intensity and aggregate U.S. fuel price with and without
animal feed. Animal feed was a significant part of the fuel mix prior to the 1930s, after
which the two different price and energy intensity series converge. Note a clear positive
trend in the aggregate price without animal feed. As noted above, there is a positive corre-
lation between cost shares and changes in energy prices. In particular, oil price movements
dominate the aggregate price in later decades.
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FIGURE C.2.— U.S. energy intensity with and without animal feed (AF).

To test for trends, we use the tDAN Fomby and Vogelsang (2003) test (also known as the
Dan-J test (Bunzel and Vogelsang, 2005)) based on a modified t-test on the slope parameter
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of the simple linear trend regression model:

(90) yi,t “ β1,i ` β2,iti ` ui,t

where t is a linear time trend, i indicates the location or sample period of the data, u, is
a stochastic process that may or may not be stationary and and β1 and β2 are regression
parameters to be estimated. Then the trend test statistic is given by:

tDAN “ β̂2,i

se
`
β̂2,i

˘ e´bJ

where β̂2,i is the estimate of the slope parameter and se
`
β̂2,i

˘
its standard error, b is a

parameter computed by Fomby and Vogelsang (2003), and

J “ RSS1 ´ RSS4

RSS4

where RSS1 is the sum of squared residuals from (90), and RSS4 is the sum of squared
residuals from the following regression:

yt “
9ÿ

i“0

γiti ` vt

The standard error se
`
β̂2,i

˘
is computed as follows

se
`
β̂2,i

˘ “
gffeσ̂2

˜
Tÿ

t“1

pt ´ t̄q2

¸´1

with t̄ “ T´1 řT
t“1 t, where T is the sample size and

σ̂2 “ γ̂0 ` 2
T´1ÿ
j“1

sinpjπ{Mq
jπ{M

γ̂j

where γ̂j “ T´1 řT
t“j`1 ûtût´j is a function of the estimated residuals û and M “ maxt0.02T, 2u.

The recommended value of b and the critical values of tDAN for a two-tailed test are as fol-
lows (Fomby and Vogelsang, 2003): b “ 2.466, tDAN “ 2.462 at 1%; b “ 1.795, tDAN “ 2.052
at 2.5%; b “ 1.322, tDAN “ 1.710 at 5% and b “ 0.965, tDAN “ 1.329 at the 10% significance
level. Further values can be derived from the formulae in Bunzel and Vogelsang (2005). J
can also be used in a left-tailed test of the null hypothesis that the errors in (90) contain a
unit root autoregressive process or random walk. The null hypothesis is rejected for small
values of the statistic. The critical values are 0.488 at 1%, 0.678 at 2.5%, and 0.908 at the 5%
significance levels.
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TABLE C.1
TREND TEST RESULTS FOR INDIVIDUAL PRICE SERIES — SIGNIFICANT TEST STATISTICS IN BOLD.

Log real price N β tDAN01 tDAN025 tDAN05 tDAN10 J

Coal 116 0.00454 0.05304 0.17444 0.40376 0.76072 1.77433
Natural gas 116 0.01603 3.62E-04 0.00528 0.03497 0.1456 3.99518
Crude oil 116 0.01168 0.06151 0.22571 0.56434 1.12699 1.93742
Biomass 116 0.00126 1.80E-10 7.36E-08 5.10E-06 1.25E-04 8.96129
Nuclear 60 0.0049 4.43E-24 1.67E-17 7.24E-13 2.29E-09 22.56978
Renewable 116 0.00231 0.00888 0.04083 0.11966 0.26939 2.27309
Animal feed 71 -0.02972 -0.10661 -0.43794 -1.18566 -2.51437 2.10566

There is no significant trend in any of the series except animal feed, which has a significant
negative trend at the 10% level. All have a unit root, so the series are not stationary, but
apart from animal feed they do not have a significant drift either.

TABLE C.2
TREND TEST RESULTS FOR AGGREGATE PRICE SERIES — SIGNIFICANT TEST STATISTICS IN BOLD.

Log real price β tDAN01 tDAN025 tDAN05 tDAN10 J

Raw energy
Price with AF -2.00E-03 -6.64E-07 -3.25E-05 -5.04E-04 -0.004 5.79794

Raw energy
Price without AF 0.01375 0.64543 1.45564 2.58247 3.98066 1.21205

We then tested for trends in the aggregate prices, the results are shown in figure C.2. For
the data with animal feed there is no trend. For the series without animal feed there is a
positive trend at the 5% significance level for the raw series.

APPENDIX D: ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION OF ENERGY INTENSITY DATA

D.1. Evolution of the level of energy-augmenting technological change

In this section, we revisit the observed trends of energy intensity, derive an estimate of
energy-augmenting technical change and discuss how they can be explained under both
the extreme and no state dependencve scenario.

First we solve Equation (21) for QE. In discrete time, adding a stationary — but probably
serially correlated error term, we have:

(91) QE,t ` uE,t “ AEκ
σ

σ´1
t

ˆ
Et

Yt

˙ 1
σ´1
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where AE “ γ
´ ε

pσ´1q2

E α´ σ
σ´1 p1 ´ αq´1.29 We compute the RHS of (91) using annual U.S.

data from 1900 to 2015 (the data are described in the appendix); we assume σ “ .5 apply
the Hodrick-Prescott filter to obtain the estimate of QE,t plotted in Figure D.4.30 Before
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FIGURE D.4.— Smoothed estimate of energy technology stock (QEptq) and the
U.S. raw energy price. The estimates assume σ “ .5.

1950, the growth rate of QE was positive, while prices declined, suggesting an autonomous
decline of energy intensity. After 1960, and before 1980, the growth rate of QE declines to
under zero by the early 1970s, before rising and falling again in a lagged response to prices.

Both the economy without state dependence and economy with state dependence can be
consistent with the path of QE in the U.S. If we suppose the U.S. economy was sufficiently
energy inefficient in the early 1900s, there could have been autonomous improvements in
QE under a state dependence economy (recall Proposition 2.3). The growth of QEptq does
decline below zero just before the price shocks of the 1970s and in the early 2000s, how-
ever, this does not imply a model with no autonomous energy efficiency improvements

29As AE only changes the value of QE,t without affecting its growth rate — and AL similarly
affects QL,t, we set AE “ AL “ 1 in the following.

30See figure E.7 for raw and smoothed estimates of QE for different values of σ. Hassler et al.
(2016) assume there is no error in their equivalent of (91). But given our model is very simple,
energy intensity likely adjusts slowly to its equilibrium value; and variables are measured with
error — the addition of an error term seems more reasonable to us than not. However, values
above .8, even with smoothing, give unreasonable jumps in line with the observation made by
Hassler et al. (2016). As such, we maintain a reasonable value of σ to be between 0 and .5.
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along an ABGP. Both complete state dependence and no state dependence predict such a
decline, where the decline in the growth rate of QEptq is associated with a fall in energy
prices. To see why, for a given level of QEptq and QLptq, when prices fall, energy consump-
tion increases, and recalling (34) and (35), energy-augmenting technical change becomes
relatively less profitable due to the stronger price effect.

D.2. Elasticity of energy intensity to output in the cross-section
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FIGURE D.5.— Elasticity of energy intensity to output along the "stable path".

On the surface, one pience of evidence in favor of the state dependence scenario is the
low absolute elasticity of energy intensity to output through time and in the cross-section
for countries with low energy intensity. Figure 3 from the introduction presented scatter
plots of the natural log of energy intensity against the natural log of GDP per capita in
PPP dollars at ten year intervals between 1971 and 2010. The fitted regression lines in the
figure are cubic polynomials; we compared the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) and the
Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) for a linear model and cubic model, and found the
cubic has the lowest score on both criteria. The regression estimates are presented in Table
D.3. Using these coefficients we can estimate the elasticity of energy intensity to output in
the cross-section (Table D.4). There is a negative relationship between energy intensity and
output, however, for higher levels of output, the fall in energy intensity associated with an
increase in output is less. For example, in 2010, for countries at a GDP per capita of 2,000
USD, a 1 percent increase in output is associated with a .5 percent fall in energy intensity,
while for countries with a GDP per capita of 30,000, a 1 percent increase in output is asso-
ciated with .045 percent fall in energy intensity. At least in the cross section of countries,
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the elasticity of energy intensity to output is not constant and becomes close to zero among
richer countries.

TABLE D.3
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION TABLE.

1971 1981 1991 2001 2010

Ln(Y) -11.28 -12.25˚˚ -9.413˚ -8.740˚˚ -9.215˚˚
(6.947) (4.368) (4.274) (2.744) (3.073)

Ln(Y)2 1.111 1.280˚ 0.960 0.906˚˚ 0.931˚
(0.865) (0.525) (0.517) (0.335) (0.368)

Ln(Y)3 -0.0354 -0.0443˚ -0.0326 -0.0316˚ -0.0315˚
(0.0355) (0.0208) (0.0206) (0.0134) (0.0145)

Constant 39.19˚ 40.84˚ ˚ ˚ 32.67˚˚ 30.22˚ ˚ ˚ 32.34˚ ˚ ˚
(18.40) (11.97) (11.62) (7.385) (8.432)

Observations 98 99 99 99 99
Standard errors in parentheses
˚p ă 0.05, ˚ ˚ p ă 0.01, ˚ ˚ ˚p ă 0.001

Consider the elasticity of energy intensity to output towards which ABGPs converge to,
given by Theorem 2.1:

Ê ´ Ŷ “ Ŷ
pσ ´ 1q p1 ´ θEptqq

2 ´ θEptq ´ σ

With constant prices, the low in absolute value elasticities seen in the cross-section of en-
ergy intensity to output can only be predicted along the ABGP in the no state dependence
model if σ is approximately .9 (see Figure D.5). However, such elasticities of substitution
are higher than the estimates in the literature, which range from close to zero (Hassler
et al., 2016) to .68 (Stern and Kander, 2012). An elasticity of substitution of .9 is also not
consistent with a reasonable evolution of QEptq. As Figure E.7 in the appendix suggests,
even with smoothing applied, a high σ implies QE rises and falls almost by 1000% between
1970 and 2015; it is difficult to attribute QE in this case to technical change.

Finally, note the shape of the relationship between θEptq and the elasticity of energy in-
tensity to output in Figure D.5: the elasticity is more negative for lower levels of energy
intensity. Figure D.6 shows the elasticity of the average annual rate of energy intensity
decline with respect to average annual output growth for the 100 countries between 1971
and 2010. The mean elasticity is -.28 and the negative relationship between elasticity and
energy intensity in 1970 is statistically significant. Therefore, the elasticity is more negative
in countries with higher energy intensity.

The evidence in this sub-section suggests the cross-section of countries cannot lie cannot lie
along the dotted line in Figure 5. However, this does not mean the extreme state dependence
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TABLE D.4
ELASTICITY OF ENERGY INTENSITY TO OUTPUT IN THE CROSS-SECTION.

USD/ capita 1971 1981 1991 2001 2010

2,000 -0.527 -0.470 -0.470 -0.444 -0.522
10,000 0.176 0.055 -0.026 -0.093 -0.082
20,000 0.310 0.068 0.010 -0.093 -0.043
30,000 0.320 0.060 0.007 -0.1 -0.045

scenario represents the data. Dispersion of energy intensities between countries could be
such that the non extreme state dependence scenario better represents the data but ini-
tial conditions give the impression that the cross sectional energy intensity converge to a
constant as income rises. For instance, most countries could lie north of the dotted line of
figure 5 and countries with higher incomes could have an initial value of energy intensity
higher than the value implied by the stable path. Thus to understand clearly whether the
extreme state dependence or no state dependence scenario is more realistic, we must as-
sess whether there is sufficient decline in energy intensity among high income countries—
this is the purpose of our analysis in section 3.
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APPENDIX E: ADDITIONAL FIGURES
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